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I SECTIONi

INTRODUCTION
w

, l.l PURPOSE

'. The purposeof thisstudyis to evaluatethe suitabilityand cost effectiveness
L of usinga lightningmast for the ShuttleServiceand AccessTower (SSAT)simi-
_, lar to the type usedfor the ApolloSoyuzTest Project(ASTP)MobileLauncher ,

(ML).

1.2 SCOPE

The studypresentsevaluationsin fiveareas:

a. ASTP launchdamageto mast, mastsupports,groundedoverheadwires,
and the instrun_entationsystem

b. Modificationsrequiredto permitreusingtheASTP mast on the SSAT

c. Comparativecostingfactorsper launchovera lO-yearperiodin re-
petitivemaintenanceand refurbishmentof the exi:,Cingand modified
masts,mast supports,groundedoverheadwires,and groundinstrumen-
tationrequiredto sustainmechanicaland electricalintegrityof the
masts

d. Effectsof blast testingsamplesof the ASTP ML-typemast (corrosion
and electricalflashover)

e. Comparisonof damagesfromASTP launch(itema) and fromblast test-
ing (itemd)

The areasof evaluationare coveredin the followingsectionsof thisstudy.

I-III-2
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SECTION II
)

ASTP LAUNCH DAMAGE

2.1 t_ST

' The lower portion of the mast and environmentwere inspected at lO00 hours EDT )
on 16 July 1975, 18 hours after the ASTP launch. Although the mast was sub-
Jected Im a certain amount of heating, it appeared undamaged. The outer
coating of the mast was still uniformly shiny and solid on all sides, and a
coin-tapping test indicated no delamination or voids within the fiberglass
body (figure 2-I). During launch, the visible portion of the rocket plume
apparently passed the mast without contacting it.

The top of the mast was inspected on 12 November 1975 after removal of the
mast assembly from the Launch Umbilical Tower (LUT). Both mast and sheave
assembly appeared unaffected by the heat and vibration of the ASTP launch.

2,2 I_ASTSUPPORTS

The metal at the base of the mast and the platform below appeared undamaged
during the 16 July inspection. Paint on the support members was not burned
or scorched. The sides of the crane housing showed no effects from the
launch. Even the black vinyl tape used on cables and some plastic tubinq
was unaffected (figure 2-2).

However, black-arld-yellowsafety tape used on lower portions of the mast plat-
form supportswas affected (figure 2-3). This tape was used to fasten sponqe
rubber bumpers in place. The sponge rubber, not heat resistant, wls burned or
heated until it was pulverized and chunks blown off. The tape itself was
extensively melted and virtually destroyed. Since these materials are not
heat resistant, this damage proved that the area had inueed been subjected tn
at least a mlnor degree of heating. The safety tape did not support combus-
tion and showed no evidence of fire; it was melted, but not scorched or burned.

The damaged bumper pads orlall four platform supports were low enouoh so that
' the crane housing shielded some of them from the horizontal blast _f the

rocket. The pads at all four locations received about the same amount of
damage, indicating that most heat impulse probably came from above.

The glass lens was cracked on one of the floodlights used to illuminate the
mast. T!_isdamage may have been incurred prior to launch; breakage from lamo
heating h_s been a problem.

2.3 GROUNDED OVERHEAD CABLE

On 16 July lg75 the grounded overhead (catenary) cable was inspected from mast
support platform ana ground levels during a post-launch damage,inspection.
Initial evidence indicatedno damage; apparently the rocket's visible plume

2-I
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Figure 2-I. Lightning Hast After the ASTP Launch
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f did not contact the cable so that the degree of heatin_ was similar to that
near the crane and toe mast. The cable appeared to have withstood the vibra-
tion of launch without damage.

On 7 October 1975 approximately1500 feet of the grounded catenary cable was
removed from the ASTP LUT at Launch Pad 39B. Cable was removed from the east

and west sides of the LUT in two equal section , each extending from ground
_ level to a point approximatelyI03 feet from the top of the lightning mast.

Both sections of the cable were closely inspected by three engineers for nhysi-
" cal evidence of lightning stroke attach, particularly the stroke that hit the

east cable at 1713:07 hours EDT, 9 June 1975. !Iopit mara'swere found in
either cable section. All marks found could be attributed to handling, althc,uah
surface rust would have obscured any minor pitting. Rust appeared uniformly
distributed along the east and west cables.

On 12 _nvember 1975 the center section of the catenary cable was inspected
after removal of the lightning mast assembly from the LUT. This cable section,
which is approximately206 feet long and retained by the sheJve assembly,
hangs in equal lengths from the top ef the mast assembly. Rust was present
on the cable and no pitting was observed. The only evidence of l_ghtning
attach was found on the sheave-mountedlightning rod. Melted metal at the
tip of the rod indicated lightning attach by one or more low coulomb dis-

charges, i

2.4 INSTRUMENTATIONS','STEM

The ASTP lightning detection system is co_rised of two types of prototype
ir.strumentationequipment installed by the KSC Information Systems Directorate
(IN). Redundant systems, designed by the Measurement Systems Division (IN-MSD)
and the Telemetric Systems Division (IN-TEL), are installed at each end of the
overhead catenary wire. The IN-MSD equipment is designed to record the entire
stroke, while the IN-TEL equipment records only the first 35 microseconds.
Both systems were operating satisfactorilyprioF to the ASTP launch.

While no damage to either instrumentationsystem was reported during or imme-
diately after the launch, the IN-MSD equipment failed to operate when light-
ning struck the catenary 5 days later.

At 1444:30 hours EDT, 20 July 1975, lightning struck the catenary cable and the
IN-TEL equipment recorded a peak current of 80 kA during the first 35 micro-
seconds. _gnetic links and a peak-readingvoltmeter indicated a current of
alr,mst lO0 kA, possibly due to a later peak. Ilowaveform r_cordingswere
obtained by IN-MSD instrumentationat either end of the catenary wire, even
though the current magnitude was well within the triggering capabilities of
this equipment.

An examinationof the IN-MSD equipment revealed that a fuse was blown in the
equipment at the east end of the catenary and that connectionswere loose on
circuit board at the west terminus. _

# 2-5 i
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2.5 COP@ARISON OF ASTP AND SHUTTLE PLUP4EEFFECTS

The T_FC Structures and Propulsion Office has calculated that the thermal
energy radiated by the Saturn IB Launch Vehicle on the ASTP lightning mast and
support structure was 20 to 30 Btu/ft2-s. Since the radiating portion of
the S-IB exhaust plume passed each point alon_ these vertical structures in
approximately l second, it follows that the average thermal energy radiated on
any given point was 25 Btu/ft2.

Plume data for the 205,000 (205K) pound thrust H-l Rocket Engine used on the
ASTP Saturn IB Launch Vehicle were not available from KSC and MSFC sources.

Therefore, the envelope of the 205K-pound thrust exhaust plume 500°F isotherm
was approximatedfrom available data on 8OK- and 15OK-pound thrust H-l engines.*
Using these data, the 500°F isotherm of a single 205_-pound thrust engine was
calculated to be 350 feet long and 4a feet in diameter. The maximum diameter
is attained 216 feet aft of the nozzle exit plane. As shown in figure 2-4, the
S-IB engines are configured in a cross-type arrangement. The outboard engines
are located approximately8 feet from the vehicle centerline and have a 6°
outward cant in the null position. Assuming the 6° cant, and that the exhaust
plumes do not change shape by interaction,envelopes of the outboard engine
500°F isothermswill extend 58 feet outward from vehicle centerline (the
cof._ineddiameter equals If6 feet). During a no-wind, full-thrust launch,
the vehicle centerline is about 76 feet from the mast centerline so that with

the above assumptions, the 500"F isotherm envelope would pass approximately
15.5 feet from the 5-foot-diametermast (76-58-2.5 = 15.5).

Comparison of the thermal energy experienced by the ASTP lightning mast and
anticipated radiation on the Shuttle mast is difficult, as no Shuttle data
have yet been developed for this specific purpose. An instrumentedground
test of a Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) motor will be conducted by the
Thiokol Chemical Corporation in October 1975, and a KSC-funded study of the
radiating effects of all Shuttle propulsion system exhaust plumes on the
launch complex facilitieswill be initiated by MSFC before the end of 1975.

Until more accurate data are available, the MSFC Structures and Propulsion
Office is estimating that the radiated therll energy of the SRB on nearby
structures will be from lO to 40 Btu/ft2-s, except for areas of direct

* References

R. L. Evans and O. L. Sparks, "Laun_.hDeflector Design Criteria and Their
Application to the Saturn C-I Deflector,"April 12, 1962.

C. R. Mullen, et. el., "Saturn Base Heating Handbook," NASA CR-61390,
IISFC,May l, 1972.

"Skylab Saturn l-B Flight Manual," MSFC-I_N-206, Sept. 30, 1972.

2-6
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impingement by the visible plume (>_500°F).Where direct plume i_ingement
occurs, the Btu level is assumed to be directionallyproportional tn the
plume temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. MSFC personnel also acknowledqe
that a level of lO to 20 Btu/ft2-s would probably be sensed by the SSAT
and rldstfrom a single SRB plume. This report uses 15 Btu/ftZ-s as the
average thermal energy flux along the entire length of the SRB plume to end
of the 500°F isotherm.

Figure 2-5 shows two plots of Space Shuttle altitude versus time: one, X,
with normal engine operation and the other, Y, with the Orbiter no. 2 r_ain
engine failing at liftoff. The isothermic profile of a single SRB exhaust
plume is shown in figure 2-6 relative to axial distance from the engine and
mast transit time. The positions of the east edge of the lightning mast with
no drift and with a 1.5 ft/s westward drift are plotted as lines A and B
respectively at the left of figure 2-6. The radial distances in the left
plume drawing are accentuated by a factor of lO to show the proximity of the
isotherms to the mast. The normal l:l plume 500°F isotherm shape is shown
at the right.

Some other factors that must be considered when making a co_arison of the
thermal energy flux radiations of different propulsions systems are: the chemi-
cal and geometric dissimilaritiesof the exhaust plumes, differences in the
acceleration rates between vehicles, and the proximity of the near side of
each exhaust plume to the structure(s) under consideration. Listed in table
2-I are the major differences in the plume of the S-IB and the projected per-
formance of the Shuttle SRB plume nearest the SSAT; acceleration times and
plume proximities are co_ared to the respective unW)ilical/accesst_wer. Rise
time of the Shuttle is based on NAR Dwg VC72-000015, dated 4 March 1974.

Table 2-I. Con,parisonof S-IB and Shuttle SRB Single Engine/Motor Plumes

Shuttle
Factor S-IB SRB

Diameter of 500°F isotherm envelope 44 feet 125 feet

Length of 500°F isotherm envelope 350 feet 1850 feet

Vehicle transit time - liftoff to top of hammerhead
crane lO s 5.2 s

Pl_e transit time at lightning mast (perpendicular
radiation tlme) :l s 5.8 s

_lume-to-mastminimum distance
(No-wind) 15.5 feet I0.75 feet
l(Maximumallowable drift) unknown -2.C} feet
{

2-8
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Figure 2-5, Altitude Versus Time of Space Shuttle During Liftoff-
Sea Level Conditions
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Figure2-6. IsothemlcProflleof a SingleShuttleSolid RocketBooster
ExhaustPlumeShmvlng ProjectedFlame Implngement

on LightningMast
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Using the aforementionedfactors and nominal launch conditions, it is calcu-
lated that the 3hutt:e lightning mast and support structure will experience a
minimum of 87 Btu/ftz total radiated heat from the single SRB exhaust plume
nearest the SSAT (15Btu/ft2-s x 5.8 s). FInminallaunch conditions are.
defined as a no-wind, sea-level standard day, with all Space Shuttle propulsion
units operating at full thrust. )lorethat this calculation does not consider
the total radiated heat of the combined SRB and main engine plumes, nor the
probable increased cross section of the combined plume caused by interaction
of gases within the five individual plumes.

Other factors that will significantly increase the level of radiated heat on
the lightning mast are: an easterly wind, causing the vehicle to drift towards
the mast; the loss of a main engine after liftoff, which would increase mast
exposure time to the exhaust plume; and any outward cant to the SRB exhaust
plume trajectory, a condition that could envelop the SSAT and lightning mast
in flame.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATZONS

The ASTP lightnlng mast appeared undamaged by the thermal energy and shock
vibrations from the Saturn IB Launch Vehicle.

However, Shuttle lightning detection equipment must have far greater reliability
than the ASTP instrumentationsystem. It must be capabIP of withstanding all
environmental threats induced by launch operations, lightning strokes, and
hurrlcane-forcewinds, including the problem of acoustic vibration and power-
voltage fluctuationsdescribed in 2.4. Criteria for Shuttle lightning de-
tection equipment are discussed in sections Ill and IV.

Although the ASTP grounded overhead (catenary) cable survived direct light-
ning strokes, high winds, and the heat and vibration of launch, it did
deteriorate due to rust. The cable used for long-term lightning protection
of the Space Shuttle launch environment must have a high tolerance to salt
fog and require an absolute minimum of maintenance. It is recommended that
this cable be manufactured of a corrosion-resistantmetal such as stainless
steel, or be otherwise treated to resist rust for the projected life span
of the Space Shuttle program.

An accurate model of the total Shuttle plume is not currently available.
However, for a lightning mast located on the SSAT crane in a position similar
to the ASTP mast, a conservative study of the thermal energy impinging on the
nest from only the nearest SRB indicates a total radiated heat of 87 Btu/ft2,
as compared with 25 Btu/ft2 during the ASTP launch. The plumes of the Orbiter
nein engines and the other SRB can only increase this enercjy. Radiations from
the total Shuttle plume are scheduled for further study. These study results
will be compared with the radiation test results from the propulsion blast

' tests on the ASTP mast material reported in section V.

2-_I
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2.7 ADDENDUM: LARGE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR EXHAUST RESIDUE [NVESTIGATION

In conjunctionwith the ASTP launch damage study, an investigationwas
performed in October, 1975, to determine the magnitude and effects of large
solid rocket motor (SRM) exhaust residuals on a Titan Ill launcher-transporter.
The transporter that was examined had been used to launch the Titan IIIC/

_ Viking II space vehicle from Launch Complex 41 (LC-41) on August 20, 1975.

No exhaust residuals were found. The complete absence of these materials, in
particular the aluminum oxides, can only be attributed to the l-hour water
deluge and heavy rains that cleansed the transporter immediately after launch.

Sample scrapings were taken from six locations on the transporter by personnel
of the MicrochemicalAnalysis Section, SO-LAB-32, along with reference samples
of pneumatic concrete (Martyte) ablative material (Ref: Laboratory Request
No. MAS-6725). X-ray diffraction data were generated for the individual
samples and compared; these data were then compared with those from a com-
puterized American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) data search-and-
match system covering more than 25,000 individual elements and compounds.

No SRM exhaust residues were identified. The comparison of scrapings and
reference samples showed general similarities in X-ray dfffractfon patterns
except for the No. 4 sample, which exhibited a tackiness attributed to contact
with a rubbery substance used to fill transporter cracks and crevices. Minor
pattern differences were presumed to have resulted from crystallographic
changes induced by intense heat from the firings.

The carbonaceous appearance of surfaces sampled was considered likely to have
resulted from thermal decomposition of polymeric fuel binder or rubber cable
insulator covers; the surface coating appeared to be amorphous or non-
crystalline in nature and producedfnbmeasurable X-ray data.

The general arrangement of the Titan IIIC/Viking II iaua:h support equipment
is shown in figure 2-7. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 indicate the sequence and
locations in which the sample scrapings were made.

2-12
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Figure2-7. TitanTrmnsporterNo. 2 With RailroadVansat LC-4]
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_J_ SECTION III

REQUIREMENTS STUDIES

This section presents the results of separate studies conducted to evaluate
structural, instrumentation,and llghting and marking requirementsof the
Space Shuttle lightningprotection system.

3.1 APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST FROJECT (ASTP) LIGHTNING MAST MODIFICATIONS

This study was conducted to evaluate and define the structural modifications
required for use of the ASTP lightning protection system with the Space Shut-
tle. Considerationwas given to the design of the fibreglassmast, the mast
support structure, provisions for access, and system installation. Included
with this study is a rough order of magnitude (ROM) engineering estimate of
installationand maintenance costs for a lO-year design period. A concept is
presented for maximum use of the existing hardware; however, some new construc-
tion will be necessary to satisfy the Shuttle installation design requirements.

3.1.1 STRUCTURAL FEATURES.

3.1.1.1 ASTP Li_htnin9 Protection System. The ASTP lightning protection sys-
tem was designed to protect the Satu_/Apollo launch vehicle while it was pre-
pared for launch on Complex 39, Pad B. Structurally,the ASTP lightning pro-
tection system consists of a 75-ft fiberglass tube with a steel cap/sheave
assembly about 5 ft in height attached to its top. The base of the pole in-
corporates a steel chair assembly in which the pole is bonded and secured.
The bottom of the chair assembly is anchored to a structural steel space frame
which supports the mast above the hammerhead crane atap the Launch Umbilical
Tower (LUT) and ties into the base of the crane itself. A steel wire rope is
stretched over the sheave at the top of the mast and anchored at ground level
about l,O00 ft both east and west from the centerline of the LUT. The cable

hangs with a catenary shape that is required to clear all grounded structures
by at least 50 ft. The gro_,ndedsteel cable affords a three-dimensionalcone
of protection against lightning strikes within the protected area below the
catenary cable. A sketch of the system is shown in figure 3-1. During opera-
tions of the crane when it is rotated about the top of the LUT, the lightning
mast also rotates with the crane; however, the catenary cable does not rotate
and is maintained in an east-west plane as a result of a vertical pivot on the
sheave assembly at the top of the mast. This allows the mas_ to rotate with
the crane under the stationary catenary cable.

3.1.I.2 SSAT Li_htnin_ Protection S_stem. For the Space Shuttle program, the
mast will be supported atop the Shuttle Service and Access Tower {SSAT) on the
launch pad. The ASTP lightning protection system can be conceptually adapted
for use on the SSAT; however, several new structural design requirementsmust
be met. In order to preclude the grounding cable from being struck by the
Shuttle vehicle during launch or from being immersed in engine exhaust plume,
the plane of the catenary shaped grounding ,:_bleshould be oriented north-south
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instead of east-west. The ASTP fiberglass mast and supporting steel structure
were designed for only one Saturn launch with no _quirement for the effects
cF repeated exposure co launch-inducedloads. The:structural components were
designed for only operationalwind conditions and min,mum protection from the
natural environment oecause the _STP mast could be moved with the mobile
launcher umbilical tower to the VAB for protection from more severe en.,"ron-
ments and for periodic inspection and maintenance.

- Since the SSAT is a permanent installation, it must be designed for a _cervice
life of at least lO years, and the fiberglass _,,s_and its structural steel
supoorting system must be able to withstand the most severe hurricane and
no'Jral environmental conditions as well as repeated exposure to the Shuttle
launch environments. Provisions are also required for allowing inspection and
maintenance of _he mast and grounding cable on a timely basis.

In order to satisfy the operational and environmental requirementsassociated
with the Shuttle lightning protection system installation,several design con-
straints not provided by the ASTP lightning mast structure I.,_t be imposed.
These include:

a. Design service life of at least lO years I
i

b. Permanent and fixed installationon the SSAT on the launch pad J

c. Access and/or ma_n:.ainabilityprovisions for the fiberglass mast I

d. Repeated exposure to Shuttle launch environment

e. Long-time exposure to the natural environmental elements I

f. Hurricane and storm survivability

Additional structural provisions and strength will be required for the SSAT

fiberglassmast and its steel truss space frame support structure.

3.1.2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN LOADS. The ASTP lightning mast and suppcrt structure
were designed to withstand only operationalwind loads with velocities well
below hurricane strength. The structural system for SSAT must withstand hurri-
cane wind forces. For a nominal mast elevation of 400 ft above ground wh-.re
the hurricane design wind velocity becomes 181 mi/h (',25mi/h at ground level),
the design loading on the SSAT mast installation is B3.3 lb/ft2. This hurri-
cane wind load, the critical design load for the SSAT installation,is 4.5
times the ASTP design load.

The operational wind of 74 kn at 600 ft elevation was used to design the ASTP |
lightning mast structures. This equates to a wind of 46.4 m!/h at ground level.
The operational wind loading for the SSAT installation at 400 ft elevation will
be 68 kn or 15.S Ib/ftz. This also corresponds to 46.4 mi/h at the ground.
Operationalwind ve]ocities on the lightning mast system and on the hammerhead
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crane are combined with the maximum crane hook loads to produce the maximum
moment reacted through the crane/lightningmast interface with the top of the
SSAT. Because of the lower elevation of the lightning mast and crane, these
combined operational loads will be less for the SSAT installationthan that
for the ASTP design; therefore, operational loads are not critical for the
SSAT installation.

L} The design loads on the SSAT mast installation due to a Shuttle launch have not
_' yet been defined; however, unless the exhaust plume comes very close to the

mast structure, the loads due to launch should be less critical than the hurri-
cane wind loads.

3.1.3 FIBERGLASS MAST DESIGN FOR SSAT. The design of the fiberglassmast for
the SSAT must also be integratedwith its structural steel space frame support
and with the geometry of the lightning grounding cable that the mast supports.
Conceptually,the structural configuration of the lightning mast for Shuttle
lightningprotection can remain the same as that used for ASTP (see figure 3-I).

3.1.3.1 Mast Strength Properties. The factor of safety used for the ASTP mast
was greater'than 10.0 on ultimate bending stress because of unknowns in loads
resulting from wind gusts and in the fiberglass material properties. If the
same factor were used for the SSAT installation, the existing pole could not
be used and a fiberglassmast wall thickness of about 6 in would be required
by the hurricanewind-design conditions. Based on ASTP experience and ac-
cepted industry standards, a factor of safety of 3.0 on minimum ultimate ten-
sile strength can be safely _ssumed for the SSAT installation design. This
indicatesan allowable tensile stress of 5,000 Ib/in2 for design to peak loads.
For the existing ASTP mast with a tube wall thickness of approximately 7/8 in,
this translates into an allowablebending amount of 1,030 kip-ft at its base.

3.1.3.2 Mast Design Modifications. The ASTP mast rises 80 ft above its sup-
port structure. Whe'napplying ti_ design wind pressure loading of 83.5 Ib/ft2,
the reaction moment at the base is of the order of 1,340 kip-ft and exceeds
the allowable moment for the fiberglass material. Figure 3-2 shows a compari-
son of reaction moment at the mast base versus the mast height where the re-
action moment is a function of mast height squared. To remain within an allow- '_
able bending stress, the maximum mast height is 70 ft; therefore, the SSAT .mast

must be shortened by at least I0 feet by removing a section of the fiberglass i
tube. Because the top portion of the mast has a thinner wall, a portion should i
be taken from it here in order to maintain the maximum strength at the bottom !
of the mast where the greatest moment is carried. A steel ring is provided at
the top of the tube to facilitate fastening the mast head and sheave assembly;
therefore, the cutting and splicing should be done at a convenient distance
below the top of the fiberglass tube and between the top two stiffening dia-
phragms. The splicing procedure,would be that used for the original construc-
tion of the mast.

Because of the increased design loads for the SSAT lightningmast, the anchor
connection used to secure the mast to its support structure must be strength-
ened. The ASTP installationutilized 7/8-in (Bhigh-strength bolts through the
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Figure3-2. MomentReactionat MastBase VersusHeightof Mast
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"_ _r l-in bottom plate of the steel chair at the mast base. For the SSAT installa-
tion, l-I/4-in _ high-strengthbol_s and a l-in backing plate could be used to
obtain the greater required strength.

", 3.1.3.3 Mast Access Provisions. The SSAT is a permanent and fixed installa-
tion; therefore, provisions must be made to allow access to the mast top for
periodic inspection and maintenance of the mast, the lightning grounding cable,
and the sheave mechanism. The simplest means to provide access would be to
install a ladder of nonconducting material such as fiberglass inside the mast.
This concept requires access to the inside of the mast at its base and larger
openings in the mast cap for access through the top (see figure.3-3). The
fiberglass tube has stiffening diaphragms spaced inside the mast. In the ASTP
configuration,there is a 2-ft-diameterhole in the center of each of the dia-
phragms. To accommodate the access ladder, these holes must be enlarged to
3 ft.

Access to the inside of the lightning mast is not available in the ASTP con-
figuration. A workable concept for allowing access at the base of the SSAT
mast is to support the mast on an open structural steel pedestal that would
transfer the design loads from the mast base down to the _pace frame support
structure. By using a lO-ft pedestal, as shown in figure 3-4, the fiberglass
portion of the mast could be shortened lO ft. This would reduce the bending
moment in the fiberglass tube to values '.,(_tare within the allowable limits
of the material.

Inside the tube, a work platform could be provided which will allow a workman
to stand erect with his head and arms eutside of the mast. This concept is
shown i figure 3-3. The platform could be constructed as an integral part
of the top stiffening diaphragm inside the tube. A hatch in the floor of the
platform would allow access up the ladder and serve when closed as a small
work platform.

The sheave that supports the lightning grounding cable should be adequate for
SSAT use without modifications. The steel mast head just below the sheave
will have to be modified to allow access through the top _f the mast. The
mast head can be modified by removing some of the radial stiffeners; however,
the remaining stiffeners will have to be strengthened to adequately transfer
the cable loads into the fiberglass mast. A concept for the reconfigured
mast head is illustrated in figure 3-5.

3.1.3.4 Mast Environmental Protection. The lightning mast system will be
continuouslyexposed to the natural elements for a long period of time. To
protect the structural integrity of the mast from the natural elements (par-
ticularly sunlight which degrades the elastic and strength properties of
fiberglass), the structural components must be painted with a suitable pro-
tective covering. In addition to protection from the natural elements, the
fiberglass ard steel components must be protect_:dfrom abrasive materials and
heat from the exhaust of the Shuttle booster engines. The launch environment
on the lightningmast has not yet been defined; however, the need for a good
protective coating is apparent.
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Figure3-4. Mast Pedestal
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A coating for the fiberglass lightning mast must shield the fiberglass from
sunlight, provide thermal protection from extreme high temperatures,act as
sealant to protect against intrusion of moisture and salt spry.y,and maintain
an elastic surface that will not chip or crack. A coating that fits these
requirements is Dow Coming 20-I03 Sealant, used by NASA for various applica-
tions for over lO years. The properties of this sealant are shown in appendix
A.

The protective coating should be sprayed on the outside of the mast to ensure

L good penetration of any small cracks or seams on the surface and provide good
adhesion of the sealant. Since the inside of the fiberglass mast is open at
both ends, the coating should also be applied to the inside to protect it from
the natural and launch-inducedenvironments. An analysis of the coating weight
for various thicknesses of sealant is included in appendix A. A minimum thick-
ness of I/8 in is recommended for the outside of the mast and for the inside at
the top. The remaining interior surface mast can be less thickly coated.

To help protect the inside of the mast from the intrusion of flame and hot cor-
rosive gases during launch, hinged or removable doors can be provided at the
top and bottom of the mast. The openings would be closed during a launch but
opened before and after launch to reduce the chance of the condensation of
moisture on the inside surfaces. Moisture could short-circuit the electrical

insulating properties of the fiberglass.

3.1.4 MAST SUPPORT STRUCTURE DESIGN FOR SSAT. me ASTP lightning mast sup-
port structure supported the mast above the hammerhead crane atop the LUT.
The structure was designed to react operational winds of 46.4 mi/h at ground
level. Because of the increased loads on the lightning mast for the SSAT in-
stallation, the steel truss support structure must have the capability to re-
act greater loads. The support structure consists of a space frame truss
that bridges the hammerhead crane. At the four corners of the space frame
are steel leg trusses that support the frame and the lightning mast. They
react the loads into the base of the hammerhead crane. With strengthening
for the greater loads, the existing support structure can be used for the SSAT
installation.

3.1.4.1 SupportStructure Strength Properties. The space frame truss and its
legs are made from standard shapes of A36 structural steel, The factors of
safety and design-allowable loads for the structural steel members are based
on accepted steel industry standards and defined by KSC-STD-Z-O004,Standard
for the Design of Structural Steel Buildings and Framework, and by the
A_rican Institute of Steel Construction.

3.1.4.2 SupportStructure Modifications. The steel truss space frame Jt
bridges the hammerhead crane is made from standard steel shapes with boltea
connections. About 50 percent of these steel members will require strength-
ening to support the greater design l-ads. The strengtheningwould be accom-
plished by replacing the critical menl,erswith heavier members with greater
cross-sectionalarea and less critical buckling properties. On some members,
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_ the cross-sectionalarea is adequate to support the compressive stresses; how-
ever, additional lateral bracing is required to prevent buckling. The base of
the fiberglassmast would be supported by a new structural steel pedestal at-
tached to the top of the steel support structure. The pedestal could be de-

; signed to help strengthen the top chord of the space frame and to help distrib-
.. ute the loads throughout the support structure. A schematic of the support

_ structure for the SSAT installation is shown in figure 3-6.

_'_ The support structure leg trusses are constructed from standard steel shapes
utilizingwelded connections. The top of the leg weldments are bolted into
the space frame truss, and the bottoms are pinned to the hammerhead crane base
structure. Figure 3-7 shows how the leg weldments can be strengthened simply
by welding steel plate to the chord at the leg trusses.

A steel box f_me at t,lebase of the ASTP support structure tied the truss
support structure to the bottom of the hammerhead crane. This structure was
designed to provide maximum stiffness between the bottom of the support struc-
ture legs and the base of the crane for the operational loads on the system.
The frame was over-designed in tems of strength. It is anticipated that the
existing t'_.-inframe will have adequate strength for the SSAT installation
under the .,_)recritical hurricane loads and still have sufficient stiffness
to permit operations under the lower operational loads. The structure should
be checked again during the detailed engineering design of the SSAT lightning
protection system to ensure the adequacy of the frame.

3.1.4.3 Steel Structure Protective Paint. All carbon steel structures in the

SSAT lightning protection system must be coated and sealed with inorganic zinc
paint per KSC-SPEC-F-O020. This requirement is applicable for all carbon steel
at KSC.

3.1.5 GROUNDING CABLE CLEARANCES AND DESIGN. A design requirement for the
ASTP lightning protection system was that the grounding cable must clear all
grounded structures by at least 50 ft. This requirement can also be met with
the SSAT installationeven with the shortened fibe_'<jlassmast height; however,
greater tension must be applied to the catenary cable to pull it up and away
from the pad structures. The clearance study shown in figure 3-8 for a 70-ft
mast (lO ft shorter than ASTP) on a lO-ft steel pedestal indicates that all
grounded structures, including the hammerhead crane boom rotated in any direc-
tion, will mest the 50-ft clearance requirement if a tension of about 4,500 Ib
is maintained in the cable at the top.

If a 65-ft mast on a lO-ft pedestal is used to reduce the bending moment ap-
plied to the steel trJss space frame, the elevation of the top of the mast
would be reduced 5 ft. The cable clearance study shown in figure 3-9 indi-
cates the cable will clear all grounding structures by 50 ft except for the
end of the hammerhead crane boom when it is rotated directly under the cable.

, By rotating the crane about 20 degree-_ to either side of the north-south cable,
the 50-ft clearance is obtained and all structures are within the cone of pro-
tection of the cable.
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The grounding cable used for the SSAI" lightning protection system should be
n_de of high-quality stainless steel with a standard steel core or a high-
quality galvanized steel such as monitor Pu_. The minimum breaking strength
for a typical 1/2-1n, 6 by 19 IWRCstainless wire rope is on the order of
21,000 lb. With a maximum tension in the SSAT application of 4,500 lb, _he
factor of safety for the cable is at least 4.5 on minimum breaking strength.
This is within acceptable limits of industry standard practice.

For the SSAT installation, the catenary grounding cable must be oriented in a
north-south direction as conq)ared to an east-west orientation for ASTP. This
results from the fact that the SSAT is permanently installed at the pad and
immediately to the west of the Shuttle vehicl. , and an east-west cable would
interfere with the Shuttle durinc, launch.

Because of the new orientation of the grounding cable, new ground deadman
a:_chors at each end of the cable must be constructed. The existing hardware
used for ASTPcan be used for the SSAT installation; however, r.ew concrete
pads must be placed at the new locations.

3.l.6 ESTIMATEOF COSTS. The rough-order engineering estimate of material
and labor costs in table 3-1 was made for the n_dlfication concepts presented
herein. The cost data reflect only the modification work on the ASTP system
to allow it to meet the design requiren_nts of a Shuttle protection system.
These data do not include the removal of the ASTP system from the LUT nor the
erection of the system on the SSAT.

3.1.7 CONCLUSIONANDRECOMMENDATIONS.The final conceptual configuration of
t_.e lightning protection system for installation on the SSAT is shown in fig-
ure 3-10. The modifications required to meet the design goals include:

a. Shortening the fiberglass mast by at least 10 ft (15 ft preferred to
minimize _difications to the steel support structure)

b. Redesigning the steel n_st head at the top to allow access

c. Providing a fixed work platform inside the mast to allow working at
the top

d. Installinga ladder inside the mast to allow access for inspection

e. Providing a steel support pedestal between the support structure and
the mast base to allow access inside the mast

f. Strengthening the steel support structure to withstand hurricane winds

The only recurring cost anticipated for the lightning mast system is the re-
coating of the fiberglasswith its ablative sealant. Assuming a maximum abla-
tion or removal of O.OOS in per launch, this maintenance cost would be incurred
every 2 to 3 years. The amount of wear will depend o,Ithe exact thermal and
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* Table3-I. RoughOrderCost Estimate
4

Item Cost

FibJrglassMast Modification

Shortenmast $ 5,500

Faoricateand installladder 3,600
gb.

Fabricateand installplatform 2,400

Steelmast head 800

Preparesurfaceand sprayon protectivecoating __.
I

$IS,gO0

SupportStructureModification

Disassembleand reassemble $12,000

Fabricatenew trussmembers 4,200

Fabricatenew pedestal 9j6.00

$25,800

Cable System

New stainlesssteelwire rope $ 4,000

New anchorpads __.2,400

Subtotal 48,1O0

Miscell_neous,profit,taxes (IS%) 7,200

Total $55,300
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Figure3-I0. SSATLlghtnlngProtectionSystem
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" corrosive environment imposed on the mast; this has not yet been fully defined.
The maintenance painting and corrosion protection of the steel support struc-
ture is assumed to be included in normal maintenance of the SSAT.

These conclusions are based on the design criteria assumed for this study. No
,_ fi_n launch environment data were available. If these criteria change, the
._ extent and costs of the modificationswill change. The only significant re-

curring costs will be the periodic recoating of the inside and outside of the
fiberglass mast with an ablative sealant.

3.2 GROUND INSTRUMENTATION

The ASTP ground instrumentationfor measuring lightning stroke current wave-
forms at each end of the lightning intercepting catenary cable can also be
used for the Shuttle lijhtning protection system. The Shuttle protective
cable should be oriented north-south and supported by a fiberglass mast on
the SSAT. The ASTP instrumentationwill be reviewed in the next section be-
fore discussing possible modifications for Shuttle. I

3.2.1 ASTP LIGHTNING WAVEFORM INSTRUMENTATION. For ASIP two shielded enclo-
sures were provided at each end of the protective catenary cable to house
separate sets of instrumentation. The east end of the cable is shown in fig-
ure 3-11. The cable is isolated from the anchor point by insulators and
grounded by a down lead and ground rod (fi9ure 3-12). Two current sensors,
one a Pearson co;l to obtain the current waveform and the other a Kirtland
coil to obtain the rate of change of current, are coupled to the ground rod.
The Pearson coil is used with a compactor digital recorder and the Kirtland
coil with a biomation digital recorder, each housed in separate shielded en-
closures (figure 3-13). Peak reading voltmeters (PVM's) are also used to ob-
tain the sensor peak voltages. The compactor instrumentationis shown in fig-
ure 3-14 and the biomation instrumentation in figure 3-15. A complete block
diagram of the two sets of instrumentationis shown in figure 3-15.

Details of the sensor installations are shown in figure 3-17. The upper coil
is a Pearson current sensor. Its output is optically coupled to the compactor
(figure 3-18). The compactor records only preset steps of voltage change,
ranging from l to 50 percent. When set at 5 percent, 40 data points per
stroke are recorded, giving the compactor a capacity of 51 strokes. At an
average of 3 strokes per flash, the flash capacity is 17. The scan rate is 2
MHz, giving a sample interval of 0.5 us. The nominal current range is 2 to
lO0 kA. The data are transmitted to the LCC where a printout and waveform are
provided (figure 3-19). The data can also be analyzed by a computer to pro-
vide peak currer,t, rise time to peak, rise time (lO to 90 percent), and time
to 50 percent of peak.

This instrumentationwas tested with exponential and oscillatory current wave-
forms. Typical waveform recordings are shown in figures 3-20 and 3-21. The
interval increase during the slowly varying portion of the waveform is shown
in figure 3-20. The waveform at the top of figure 3-21 was obtained with the
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Figure3-14. PVM and CompactorUsedWith PearsonCollCurrentWaveformS_sor
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Figure3-21. C_actor-AcqulredOscillatoryWaveforms. k_aveformat Top Was
Hard-WlrIdto the Conq)actor.BottomWaveformShowsAmplitudeDistortion

Introducedby Fiber-Optic Coupling.
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_ sensorhard-wlmd to the compactor. Fiber-opticcoupling,used for thewave-
formshownat the bottomof flgure3-21, introducedan amplitudedistortion
and polaritywas also lost.

I The lowercoilshown in figure3-17is a dl/dT sensorobtainedfrom Kirtland
Air ForceBas_,New Mexico. Its outputis hard-wiredto a biomationtransient
recorder(figure3-22)whichstores2,080samplesof data at scan ratesup to
100 MHz giving• minimumsamplingintervalof O.Olus. A timebaseof 40 us

. withO.02-usintervalsand a full-scaledl/dTof 50 kA per us were selected
For mostof the ASTP recordings.The digitalwaveformis opticallycoupled
fromthe shieldedenclosureat the pad to phonepairs and thentransmittedto
the CIF antennasite. The instrumentationis remotelycontrolledas shownin
figures3-23and 3-24. The dl/dTwaveformis integratedby computer,and both
the dl/dTand currentwaveformsare plotted. The nominalrateof changeof
currentrangewas 1 to 50 kA per _s for ASTP. Typicalwaveformsof the
July 20, 1975,post-ASTPstroketo the protectionsystemare shownin figures
3-25and 3-26.

3.2.2 ASTP INSTRUMENTATIONMODIFICATIONS.The ASTP instrumentationcan be
used on the ShuttleSSAT lightningprotectiunsystemcablewith somemodifica-
tionsfor improvedperformanceand reliabilityand for consolidationof equip-
ment. Simplificationand the applicationof new techniquesshouldalsobe
considered,but such techniquesmay not be costeffectivecomparedto the in-
strumentationand sensorsalreadypurchasedexceptfor installationson a
possiblesecondlaunchpad.

The followingmodificationsshouldbe considered:

a. The fiber-opticcircuitryassociatedwith the Pearsoncoilsensorand
compactorshoLldbe improvedto correctwaveformdistortionso that
the lightningwaveformcan be accuratelyrecorded. Consideration
shouldbe givento the alternatehardwire shieldedpaircoupling.

b. Shieldingof the compactorand associatedequipmentshouldbe improved
as necessary. The equipmentshouldbe examinedfor susceptibilityto
vibration. Any vibrationsensitivityshouldbe reducedby antishock
techniques.The compactorequipmentwas not reliaLleenoughto record
the 00-kA post-ASTPlightningstroketo the catenarycable.

c. All the currentwaveformdata recordingequipmentat the pad shouldbe
consolidatedin one shieldedenclosureat eachend of the cableor in
one centrallocation,suchas in the PTCR. Couplinabetweenthe sen-
sorsand the enclosuresis facilitatedby high signalleve1_. Either
fiber-opticsor twinconductorcoax cable_ be used.

7

"LJ d. The performanceof the instrumentationshouldbe verifiedand calibra-
ted periodicallyand on demandusing insulatedminizapper_pem_anently
installedat eachend of the catenarycable. The minizapper_would
applylow-levelexponentialand oscillatorywaveform._to the system
groundrods.
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' The biomation recorder should be adjusted to record the first 100 use.
of each stroke. This setting will record 95 percent of all strokes
to their 50-percent decay point. The 5 us ahead of the triggering
pulse and the first 10 us after triggering coul_ be sampled with a
sampling interval of 0.02 _s. The rise time of 98 percent of all
strokes is less than lO _s. The minimum time to 50-percent peak is
also lO us. Using the dual time base capability of the biomation the

; next 90 lJs,during which the waveform is usually slowly varying, could
have a sampling interval of 0.5 us.

f. The biomation has two independent channels which can be used to record
both the current and dl/dT waveforms direct from the appropriate sen-
sors rather than integrating dl/dT to obtain the current waveform.

g. The biomation output can be recorded on tape approximately every 3 ms.
Since the minimum time between strokes is _ m_, all strokes can be
recorded at high sampling rates using the biomation.

h. While the Pearson and Kirtland coils were satisfactory sensors for
A.STPand could be used for Shuttle, the sensing may be simplified and
improved by the use of a resistive tubular shunt to measure the cur-
rent and a simple concentric mutual inductor to measure rates of
change of current.

Two advantages of the current measuring shunt are:

(1) A high signal ;evel (approximately l V/kA) appears across a low
resistance (approximatelyl m_), so that the interference from
strPy signals is negligible and signal transmission is simpli-
fied.

(2) Calibration is easily accon_)llshedusing a bridge or battery,
ammeter, and millivoltmeter. The r_sistance can be made con-
stant over a wide frequency range.

Two forms of the current shunt are shown in figures 3-27 and 3-28.
The low inductance reentrant type shown in figure 3-27 can be made
integralwith the ground rod to screw into a small hole in the ground
plate. The impedance of these shunts can be made almost linear tn
about 3 MHz and down 3 dB at 12 MHz. The response time can be c _
the order of 0.03 _s which can be reduced to O.01 us by using con-
pensation techniques. These shunts can measure currents up to 500 kA.

The mutual inductor is essentially a concentric cylindrical skirt o"
the lower portion of the ground rod (figure 3-29). The cylinder is
about twice the diameter of the ground rod and has a length of about
7 in. It can be located just above the ground plane. This concen-
tric tube mutual inductor can be made accurate to within 10 percent
for all frequencies up to about 65 MHz.
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Figure3-27. Reent_mnt-Tyl)eResistanceShuntfor High-CurrentMeasurement
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"_ _ i. Analogshiftregistersare availablewhich can store a limitednu_er
of san_ales(64 to 128)with a O.15-ussanNalingintervalfollowedby
an analogreadoutat a slow ratefor about 3.2 ms. A lightningcur-
rentwaveformcouldbe recordedat a high seunplingrateand essen-
tiallystretchedout in timefor permanentrecordingon inexpensive
slowerequipment. Two analogshift registersare currentlyavailable,
the GeneralElectricSCT-26and the ReticonSAM-64. At presentthese
are limitedin capacityand somewhatslowerthan desired,but they
will be furtherdevelopedand may findapplicationfor inexpensive

,. dataacquisitionin laterShuttleinstallations.

j. Waveformparan_ters,such as risetime,peakcurrent,and timeto
50-percentpeak,shouldcontinueto be measured. Waveformsshould
alsoalwaysbe identifiedby automatictime recordingwith thewave-
form.

3.2.3 INSTRUMENTATIONCOSTS. The instrumentationdevelopedand usedfor ASTP
can be transferredto the Shuttlelightningprotectionsystem. With normal
maintenancethe equipmentcan be used overa lO-yearperiodif required;how-
ever,sufficientlightningexperiencenklybe obtainedin a shorterperiod.
Some of the instrumentation,suchas the biomationwaveformrecorders,was
borrowedfor ASTP and nwtynot be availableto be dedicatedto Shuttlewaveform
recording.

It is assumedthat an A2A widebandcircuitwill be availablefor multiplexdata
transmissionand that appropriatedataprocessingand recordingequipmentwill
be available.A_ an alternative,aboutfivebiomationrecordedstrokescould
be storedat the pad instrumentationsite usingauxiliarymemories. Their
capacitywould be sufficientto storego percentof the flashes. Any addi-
tionalstrokesbeforereadoutcouldbe storedin the ccwnpactors.The improve-
meritsoutlinedin paragraph3.2.2shouldbe consideredand implementedif
feasible.

Costsinvolvedin the transferof ASTP instrumentationto Shuttleare shown
in table3-2.

3.3 LIGHTNINGMAST LIGHTINGAND MARKINGREQUIREMENTS

3.3.1 GENERAJ..This subsectionreportson a study of variousmethodsof mark-
ing and lightingthe Shuttlelightningmast to ensureits visibilityat All
times,principallyas protectionagainstinadvertentincursionsby low-flying
aircraft. The mast, to be erectedatop the SSAT, is not subjectto the usual
FederalAviationAdministration(FAA)requirementsfor obstructionmarkingand
lighting,becauseits proposedsite is withinan areadesignatedas Restricted
Area 2902Aby the FAA. (Figure3-30documentsthe FAA positionwith respect
to obstructionlightingof the rest. This letterwas receivedin connection
with a separatestudy sponsoredby DO-EDD-llto providea conceptdesignfor
mast lighting.)
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_i_ Table 3-2. InstrumentationCosts

Estimated
Item Cost

Installationand consolidation in the Shuttle configuration

Materials $I0,000
Labor (5 man-months) lO,O00

Shock mounting and antivibrationmeasures l,O00

Correct wavefor_,distortion Accomplished

Minizappers for operational verification tests

,Materials l,000
Labor (l man-month) 2,000

Two Model 8100 biomations (if KSC units are not available) 20,000

Auxiliary memories for biomations (optional)

Materials 2,000
Labor (I man-month). 2,000

Current and rate-of-rise shunts (optional)

Materials 2,000
Labor (l man-month) 2,000

SAMS for experimental purposes (optional) 500

SubtotaI $52,500

Less optional equipment -8r500

44,000

Less borrowed biomatlons -20tO00

Total $24,000

ill
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4_" '1 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONFEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

SOtn'MENN ItlrQION @

P O. IIOI _
: 7•br_try 12, 1976 AILJ21qlT_ltl'O_IGMt,l_ll_

'!

Nr. C. W. Hall

PIt 1231. VkS 3K5
P. O. Box 2£266

Emmedy Space Cant•r. Ylorlda 32815

;)ear l_r. }hit1:

Thai touters.8 our t•ltpho_• couversatioQ of tb_J date and r•lat•• to the
Specs Shuttle Ass•ably Tower (S5_7).

We _derstmsd that you vtll be ¢ncreu_s| the hetshc o.e the ex_Jtln8
295-f_ot SSAI" by the w_ditio_ of _m 80-foot li&hrnLn I Bt. You advts•d
Chat the SSAT tmuJ.d have obacructlon UlIbte at r.h41295-.foot 1•_1 but
that due to the nature of the 118hcnin8 hast LuetalZatlon, the _t
It•elf vould not haw us obstruction 1.tabs.

SJJ_ce the SSAT Lo located In l_strtcted Ares 2902A, ve P.a_m detarmclLaed
that the omtaetou st obstruction ll&ht8 on the l£lhtnLu| umst vt.ll not
ha_ -,, adverse affect upou uro_suclc81 operates--, Therefore, ue have
Be objection• Co the omlasiou of obatruccioa LIIKhtI oQ the _
structure or the llshtn_n8 me.

If the •tructur• _tre not Iccat•d In • restricted •rea, ue would recommsd
that the 118hcn_J_8 -mat be illuminated by the use of f/.xed searchlllht
prolectors tamtallad at three or .tore equldlstamt poLnca arou-,d the bus
st the me, The searchlight projectors shoULJ.dprovide am •vmralle ¢11u_L-
nattcm of at lest J .'ootc_dlem over the top ¢me-th£rd of the me.

¢f ve cm he of further usiacmce, plmMe sdvts_.

SCats re ly.

&trspare Specf, allat
ktrqacl and Procedur,., Branch

Figur_3-_. FAA LetterConcer_IngShuttleLightningHast ObstructionLighting
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_ Nevertheless, the methods and materials proposed in the various candidate sys-
tems studied conform to FAA guidelines (reference FAA Advisory Circular No.
70/7460-IC, dated II December 1973).

3.3.2 BASIC REQUIREMENTS. Ground rules established for this study are as
f'ol 1ows:

• a. Electricallyconductive materials will not be used on the mast. This
precludes the use of electrical conductors within the mast or con-

; ductive paint on the exterior surface.41.-

b. Major emphasis will be placed on cost effectiveness of the system.

c. Maintenance requirementswill be minimal.

d. Redundancywill be provided where required.

e. The system life expectancy will be a minimum of I0 years. It must be
capable of surviving within the Shuttle launch environment and of
withstanding repeated lightning strokes.

3.3.3 MAST LIGHTING SYSTEMS STUDIED. Ten systems for _,rovidingobstructien
lighting for the lightningmast were considered. Five of these were rejected
after preliminary studies showed them to be in_;racticalbecause of high cost,
fragility, or maintenance difficulty, or a cong}inat_onof these reason; These
were:

a. High-lntensity Flashing White Strobe Lights. Use of _ne FAA type
L-856 lights would require 3 typical expenditure of $18,150 for a
three-lightsystem. The lights alone would weigh approximately550
Ib, and a 3.6-kVA power source would be required.

b. Flashing White Beacon light. Use of a 300-ramomnidirectionalbeacon
system would involve approximately $5,000 in material costs and re-
quire l kVA of electrical powe-. Two high-voltage cables and a power
cable would have to be routed along the catenary. The beacon alone
would weigh about I00 lb.

c. Solar Cell-BatteryCoeW)ination. This method of powering obstruction
lights would require excessive maintenance and would not survive the
down-blast of the engines during Shuttle liftoff.

d. Windmill-Batte7 ConW)ination.This type of power system would have
the same disadvantages as the solar ceil-battery c_._ination, in ad-
dition to installation difficulties.

e. Gaslight Installation. While a gaslight fixture using propane and a
thorium oxide Welsbach mantle coulclprovide sufficient light, it
would be unacceptablebecause of fire and explosion hazards.
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The five candidate systems discussed below were found to be within the guide-
e lines set by the study ground rules.

3.3.3.1 Hazard Light With Power Leads Route4 Along Caten_.'y. An obstruction
light mou_d on top of the catenary pulley sheave assembly could be energized
by shielded li5-V ac power leads routed along or embedded in one leg of the

• catenary (see figure 3-31). The pJwer leads would follow the catenary co its 1
ground terminal where they would be tied into the critical power circuit. Thu
leads would be protected further by lightning arresters to bleed off any charges
induced by direct lightning strokes to the catenary. The obstruction light

__ could be a flashing red light for nighttime obstruction marking. Table 3-3
11sts the material requirementsand estimated cost for this system.

!

3.3.3.2 Fiber-Opt.icsBundle (Light Pipes). This approach would use three
fiber-opticsbundles to ren_._.teiyilluminate three hazard lights mounted on top
of the mast (see figure 3-32). Each light pipe would be 80 ft long and 3 to 4

in thick. A high-intensitystrobe l_,npand associated optical gear, located I
beneath the base of the mast, would be required for each light pipe. The top
of each pipe would terminate in an F_-approved, type L-810 obstruction light
with a Fresnel globe. The light beacons could be pulsed either by switching
gear or by a shutter interrupting the light source 20 to 30 times a minute.
The inherent 70-percent light loss of the fiber-opticsbundles would be com-
pensated for by high-intensitystrobe lan_os. Table 3-4 shows the material
requirements for this system.

3.3.3.3 Six-ln Mirror S_stem. In this system, rays from three 500-W quartz-
iodine high-intensity lamps would be reflected upward by d parabolic collimat-
ing front surface mirror through fiberglass tubes of like diameter. The tubes
would be suspended within the mast, with the tops protruding through a h.oleat
the top of the mast (see figure 3-33). Here, the parallel light rays would
impinge on the interior surface of a Fresnel-lens globe and be refracted in a
360-degree pattern. While even moderate wind loading would cause bending of
the mast, the optical tube could be mechanically isolated from the mast by gim-
balling the tube and light source from the sheave support assembly. Material
requirementsof this system are shown in table 3-5.

3.3.3.4 Airmotor-AlternatorCombination. In this system an airmotor driven
by compressed air (90 Ib/inz) would be used to generate power for three ob-
struction lights (see figure 3-34). An air c_ressor at the base of the mast
would supply air to the motor through a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube. The
motor would drive an electrical al_ernator; one of 500-W ra*ing would be suf-
ficient to drive a _hree-light array using ll6-W lamps. Double lamp fittings
could be used to reduce maintenance requirements,with a capability of switch-
ing from one lamp to the other in case of a failure.. Table 3-6 shows the
material requirements for this system.

3.3.3.5 Base-Mounted Floodlights This system would use an arrange_nt of
four floocllightssimilar to that employed for obstruction lighting of the
ASTP lightning mast durihg periods of darkness (see figure 3-35). The AS.TP
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Table 3-3. Top-Mounted Obstruction Light Material Requirements

List

Part Name Manufacturer Mfg P/N Quantity Price

300-mm hazard beacon Crouse & Hinds FCB-12 lea $ 482.00

Beacon lamp G.E. J 620PS40/lP lea 4.66

•- Failure alarm relay Crouse & Hinds TLR 1 ea 59.00
assembly

Beacon flasher Crouse & Hinds TSS-24 lea 130.00

Photoelectriccontrol Crouse & Hinds PZC-4 lea 91.00

Mineral insulated General Cable 449/2 l,O00 ft 945.00
shielded cable

Mounting hardware - - - 100.O0

Cable connectors, General Cable - - 50.00
seals, and glands

Total $I,861.66
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Figure3-32. FiberOpticsLightPipeMast LightingSystem
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_ Table 3-4. Fiber Optics Material Requirements

List
Part Name Manufacturer Mfg P/N Quantity Price

r

Strobe lamps Dielectric NPN 3 ea $ 300.00
Communications

Power Supply Dielectric 200K70-3 lea 1,750.00
-" Communications

Control and monitor Dielectric 200K70-4 lea 200.00
panel Communications

Master timer Dielectric 200K70-5 Iea 300.00
Communications

Photocell Dielectric 200K70-600 lea 25.00
Communications

Fiber-optic bundle American- NPN 3 ea 1,500.00
5 in dia, 80 ft Optical
long

Red globe Crouse & Hinds EOL 3 ea 45.00

6-in reflector Ealing-Optical 23-5440 3 ea I05.00

Lamp housing GFE Local mfg 3 ea 150.00

Miscellaneous GFE Local mfg - 150.00
hardware

Total S4,525.00
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Figure 3-33. Mirror Optical Lighting System
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Table 3-5. Mirror System Material Re(uire_ents
{

List

Part Name Manufacturer Mfg P/N Quantity Price

' Strobe lamps Dielectric NPN 3 ea $ 300.00

Communications

Power supply Dielectric 200K70-3 lea 1,750.00
Communications

Control and monitor Dielectric 200K70-4 lea 200.00
panel Communications

Master timer Dielectric 200K70-5 lea 300.00
Communications

Photocell Dielectric 200K70-600 lea 25.00
Communications

Red globe Crouse & Hinds EOL 3 ea 45.00

6-in reflector Ealing-Opticll 23-5440 3 ea 105.00

Lamp housing GFE Local mfg 3 ea 150.00

Miscellaneous GFE Local mfg 150.00
hardware

Total $3,025.00
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Table 3-6. Air-Driver.Alternator System Material Requirements

List

Part Name Manufacturer Mfg P/N Quantity Price

l-hp airmotor Gardner-Denver MA-2 lea $ 700.00

O.5-kVA alternator Georator Corp. 36-003 lea 590.00

Air compressor Hill Bros. 02255 1 ea 2,337.00

PVC tube Commercial NPN lO0 ft 20.00
l.O in dia, Plastics
O.lO in wall

Double obstruction Crouse & Hinds EOL 74 ea 167.00

light

Lamp Crouse & Hinds ll6A21/TS 6 ea 23.40

Failure alarm and Crouse & Hinds TLR 3 ea 178.00
transfer relay

Photoelectric Crouse & Hinds PFC-4 2 ea 180.00
control

MiscelIaneous GFE Local mfg - l,250.O0
hardware

Total $5,445.40
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system proved satisfactory for the short-tem_ program and, except for occa-
sional replacementof cracked lenses, maintenance requirementswere minimal.

;. Two of the floodlightswere used for illuminationof the lower portion of the
mast while two lighted the top portion. The lights were.equldlstantly placedV

around the base and met the general requirements of FAA AC 7G/7460-IC for
nonstandard obstruction lighting (except that paragraph 15.f of the FAA cir-

_. cular recommends an avera_leilluminationof 15 footcandles over the top one-
third of the installation). The proposed system for the Shuttle lightning
mast would use four explosion-proof searchlight projectors with dual auto-
switching lamp bulbs and would be actuated by redundant sky-viewing light sen-
sors. A remote malfunction monitoring system, as prescribed in paragraph 15.h
of AC 70/7460-IC,would be incorporated.

While the cost of this system cannot be estim d without knowing the exact
configuration of the Shuttle lightning mast and support platform, it would ap-
pear to be among the least expensive systems considered. All materials would
be standard commercial or Government-furnishedequipment (GFE).

The floodlights used to ASTP obstruction lightingwere manufactured by Pyle-
National under catalog number FEQ-llll2. The bulbs were quartz-iodine, type
T3 clear, with single-contact recessed bases and were rated at 500 W.

3.3.4 COMPARISO(WOF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS. Table 3-7 provides a comparison of
the five candidate systems based on engineering analyses of pertinent charac-
teristics including visibility, survivability,ease of installation and mainte-
nance, technical feasibility, and others. The letters E, G, F, and P respec-
tively represent ratings of excellent, good, fair, and poor. All of the systems
studied received high ratincs in visibility, survivability,safety, and re-
dundancy (where applicable). Poor ratings, however, were given to three of the
systems in other areas based on the following considerations:

a. The hazard light with power leads routed along the catenary would be
difficult to maintain. Access to the obstruction light would be pos-
sible only by such means as a scaffold or a helicopter with a bosun's
chair. Cable faults would be difficult to correct.

b. The mirror optical system is considered poor in the area of technical
feasibilitybecause of implementation difficulties. Complete loss of
light would result from deviation in the direct optical path of the
light beam.

c. The airmotor-alternatorco_d)inationwould present installation diffi-
cu'Itiesinvolving the modification of the upper mast to receive the
components. Cost of the system would reflect this pre.blem.

Comparison of the remaining candidate systems (floodlightingand fiber optics)
tended to favor the choice of floodlightingon the basis of probable cost.
The floodlight system would also have installation and maintenance advantages,
design simplicity, and a precedence of performance acceptabilityestablished
by FAA and the ASTP floodlighting systems.
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3.3.5 MAST MARKING. Alternate orange and white markings are commonly used
on tail structures to ensure their visibility from the air during daylight
hours. Such visibility would be desirable for the Shuttle lightningmast as
a protection against possible encroachment by stray aircraft although the
structurewill be located in flight-restrictedeirspace.

. While the FAA-approved prntective markings are normally applied by painting,
this method is not compatible with Shuttle lightning mast requirements. The
fiberglassmast surface is classified "critical" because of the necessity of

-- coating it with an ablative thermal protective material to protect it from
the heat of rocket exhaust (see FAA AC 70/7460-IC, paragraph 9.b). Therefore,
to provide good daytime visibility, as well as high reflectivity for flood-
lighting during periods of darkness, the coating applied to the mast surface
should be white or as nearly white as possible. The metal sheave assembly
should be painted orange (FAA Orange No. 12197) to give the structure,,maximum
definition against a cloud background during daytime. Figure _-36 illustrates
the recommendedmerking concept,

3.3.6 CONCLUSIONAND RECOMMENDATION3, Fhe information developed in this
study supports the following recommendationsas the most practical methods for i
marking and lighting the Shuttle lightning mast:

a. Coat the mast with a thermally protective material having high light

reflectivity. I

b. Paint the mast sheave assembly orange for cloud-mast definition,

c. lll'Jminatethe mast with base-mounted floodlights during periods of
4drkness.
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Figure3-36. ShuttleLightningMast Marking
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SECTION IV

BLAST TESTS OF ASTP MAST SAr_PLES

4.1 DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION OF SAJqPLES

Six samples of the ASTP Mobile Launcher lightning mast were exposed to the pro-
"- pulsion blasts of D,_.!tarockets I16 through 121 on pads 17B and 17A. Samples

I, 2, and 3 were 8 in wide, 18 in long, and 0.5 in thick mounted on a metal
•- plate. Each of these samples was instrumentedwith two calorimetersand one

thermocouple. Sample 4 was deleted from the sequence and used for making sam-
ples 6A and 6B. Samples 6, 6A, and 6B were mounted on a single plate which
was placed at the top of t.heumbilical tower and oriented toward the rocket
blast. Sample 6 was 1.5 in wide, 24 in long, and 0.5 in thick. S_mples 6A

" and 6B were 1.45 in wide, 5._ in long, and 0.5 in thick. Sample 5 was 1.5 in
wide, 24 in long, and 0.5 in thick and was strapped to the north railing of L
the pads.

Some of the samples were relocated during the tests to increase the blast in- i
tensity. On pad 17B, samples l, 2, and 3 were relocated For tests 3 and 4.
On pad 17A, test 2A involved sample 5 only. and test 5 utilized all samples
except sample I. ._,ples 2 and 3 were again relocated for test 5. The loca-
tions of the various samples for all the tests are summarized in figure 4-I.
The sample locations were reviewed and approved by th_ Delta propulsion chief.

F,Jrthe first test, samples l, 2, and 3 were coated one half with orange gel
coa_. and the other half with white gel coat similar to that used on the ASTP
mast. The gel coat thickness used on ASTP was about 20 mils, so the coating
thickness used for the gel coat tests was from I0 to 46 mil_. The thickness
was measured before and after launch. The orange was used because of the
possibility the* _-ange markings might be used on the mast. It was decided
that such mar_ .)" ___e not needed,and this coating was generally later re-

placed with C....:,,.g (DC) 20-I03 aerospace sealant, an ablative material.
Samples 5, 6, at,__A v_erealso coated with white gel coat having thicknesses
varying from 3 to 14 mils. Sample 6B was coated with DC 20-103 having thick-

- nesses varying from 72 to 92 mils.

4.2 TEST RESULTS

Examination after the first test showed little or no erosion except on sample
5, located on the launch p_d railing, which had an erosion of 5 to 20 mils,
essentially removing the coating. The highest mean temperaturemeasured was
581°F for 4 s on sdmple I. The highest mean heating rate was 6.8 Btu/ft2-s
for 4 s on the orar_geside of sample I.

A more detailed summary of the test results, based on SO-LAB-4 examinations of
erosion and tempilabels,is presented in appendix A. The microchemical analy-
ses of the sample surfaces oy SO-LAB-32 are also included in appendix A along
with pretest photographs and photographs of the samples after each test. A
typical Delta before and during launch is sho_n in figures 4-2 and 4-3.
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Figure'4-I. Location of Shuttle Lightning Mast Samples on Pads 17A and 17B
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Figure.4-Z. Prelaunchof Satcom-A,DeltaI18
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Figure 4-3. Llftoff of Satcom-A, Delta I18
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Blast test liftoff conditions are summarized in figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7,
and 4-8 for tests l through 5, respectively. The heat from SRM No. 9 was ex-
pected to impinge on most of the samples, and the heat from SRM No. 5 pri-
marily affected sample 5. Wind caused the actual footprint track to vary from
that predicted as shown in the figures.

Before the second test, the orange gel coat on samples l add 3 and the white

gel coat on sample 5 were replaced with DC 20-I03 about O.l in thick. Measure-
ments after the second test showed that san_le 5 was the only one that showed
significanterosion, from l to 29 mils. The highest mean temperature was 262°F
for 4 s on sample I. The highest mean heating rate was 5.6 Btu/ft2-s for 4 s
on the DC 20-I03 side of sam_le 3.

To increase the exposure of the samples to heat, samples l, 2, and 3 were re-
positioned as shown in figure 4-I for the third and fourth tests. After the
third test, examination of sa_le I showed a maximum erosion of 15 mils on the
gel coat side, almost removing the coating. Sample 5 lost up to 30 mils of
DC 20-i03. The samples also showed some buildup in places due to impinging
material. The highest mean temperature measured was 461°F for 4 s on sample I.
The highest mean heating rate was 7.0 Btu/ft2-s for 4 s on the DC 20-I03 side
of sample 3.

After the fourth test, sdmple 1 lost virtually all of its remaining gel coat
up to 30 mils. There was also significant erosion and buildup of the other
samples. The highest measured mean te_erature was 1030°F for 4 s on sample I.
Sample 2 had the highest mean heating rate of 8.1 Btu/fz2-s for 4 s with a
mean t_nperatureof 527°F for 4 s.

Samples 2 and 3 were again repositioned for increased blast effects during
test 5. One half of each sample was freshly coated with DC 20-I03. After the
test, sample 3 had a maximum gel coat erosion of about 31 mils, and the DC 20-
I03 maximum erosion was 7 mils. Sample 2 lost its remaining gel coat with a
small amount of erosion of the fiberglass, and the maximum erosion of the DC
20-I03 was 41 mils. The DC 20-I03 was also pitted, probably due to the method
of application. Spray painting should correct this difficulty. The maximum
erosion on sample 5 was 31 mils.

Samples 5 and 6 were duplicated initially so that lightning flashover tests
could be made to determine tne effects of the embedded blast nlaterialson the
flashover characteristicsof the coated surfaces. Sample 6 on the top of the
umbilical tower was also subjected to the environmental effects such as ultra-
violet and salt spray.

While the heat radiation to be expected from the Shuttle plume has not been
completely defined, preliminary information on mast heating at liftoff (fig-
ure 4-9) indicates a peak heating rate of I0.6 Btu/ft2-s and an average rate
of about 5 Btu/ft_-s for 4 s. The measurements made on the test samples dur-
ing the Delta launches compared favorably with these levels. The maximum rate
was I0.2 Btu/ft2-s, and the maximum average rate was 8.1 _tu/ft:-_ for 4 s.

4-5
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Lockheed report LMSC-HKEC-TN390419,dated October 1974, indicates a Shuttle
_in engine sea level plume lO00°F temperatureenvelope extending over 5,000
ft from the engine. Guidance corrections and/or wind effects may cause the
plume to impinge on the lightning mast after liftoff. This possibility should

investigatedfurther when more data are available. In a recent telecon,
Lockheed indicated that their earlier results on plume lengths would not change

._ significantly in current reports.

The sample tests indicated the DC 20-103 is the preferred mast coating material.
A properly applied I/8-in-thick coating should be satisfactory but may have to
be reapplied periodically, depending on launch frequency; however, the material
tested is no longer available, since asbestos was used in its manufacture. A
new material in which glass spheres replace the asbestos should be available
soon and should be both blast tested and checked for possible electrical flash-
over effects to verify that its properties are satisfactory.

4-13/4-14
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SECTIONV

CONCLUSION3AND RECOF_MENDAT,ONS

Some of the conclusions in this section are necessarily tentative, reflecting
: early task completion before _omplete information on the Shuttle plume heating
; effects and the proper:ies of the new substitute DC 20-I03 propose_ mast coat-

ing is available. In addition, the electrical surface flashover voltages of
coated samples, before and after blast tests, have not been measured.

!
l

Based on the exp,cted Shuttle plume heating rate at the SSAT vertical light-
ning mast of I0.6 Btu/ft2-s maximum with a mean of 5.3 Btu/ft2-s for 4 s on
liftoff only, th, total heat impinging un the Shuttle mast of about 4 by 5.3 -
21.2 Btu/ft2 is almost the same as the 25 Btu/ft2 estimated for the ASTP mast.
The ASTP lightnir.gmast appeared urdamaged by the thermal energy and shock
vibrations frJm the Saturn IB launch vehicle; however, for Shuttle there is
some possibii;ty of direct main engine plume In.pingementon the mast after
liftoff due to wind effects and guidance c_rrections because of the lon_ lent;,
of the plume, exceeding 5,000 ft.

Structurally, the modifications required to meet design goals include:

a. Shorten the ASTP mast by a minimum of lO ft to minimize modifications
to the steel support structure. In doing this, however, the integrity
of the mast as an insulator must be maintained; any shortening reduces
its insulating safety factor. It should be recognized that the light-
ning experience with the ASTP mast was limited to one large stroke
(lO0 uA). _or this reason, electrically, the full-length ASTP mast is
preferred.

b. Redesign the steel mast head to permit access.

c. Provide a fixed work platform inside the mast to allow working at the
top.

d. Install ladder inside the mast to allow access for inspection.

e Provide a steel support pedestal between tne support structure and
the mast base to allow access inside the mast.

f. Strengthen the steel support structure to withstand hurricane winds.

The proposed work platform inside the mast should be designed as an insulating
dielectric barrier to prevent electrical flashover on the inside ef the mast.

i

For Shuttle the lightning protection cable must be oriented north-south. U.S.
Steel has recommended that extra improved g_!vanized plow steel be used for"the
catenary cable rather than stainless steel "or use over _ lO-year period be-
cause of cor.-osiondifficulties experiencc_ with stainless _teel cables. The

5-I
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: cab.e size should be l/2 in. as it was for ASTP. A 50-ft clearance should be
' maintained between the cable and all grounded metal structures. The insulat-

:_. ing length of _. mast should be at least _0 percent greater than the air
clearanze (50 by 1.2 = 60 ft minimum) to ensure that the mast, its surface
cortaminated to some degree by exposure to the elements, will not become a

"_ preferred arcover path. If practical, the catenary cable ground points should
be ,T,)vedtoward the mast by 100 to 150 ft to reduce the voltage wave propaga-
tion time and therefore minimize the effect of the reduced mast insulation

#
length. During thunderstormwarning periods, the .<SATcrane should be parked

" as close to the cable as possible, m_i_taining the 5L)-ftclearance.

After selection of the f_nal configuration,the new Shuttle system and struc-
tures should be modeled to determine the lightning-inducedeffects to be ex-
pected, as was done for ASTP. As an alternative, the electron_agneticfields
could later be measured full scale using the proposed lightning simulator.

The lightning current waveforms and the rates of rise of current should be
measured at each end o_ the cable as for ASTP, but the inscruaentation,except
for the current sensors, should be relocated at a central point such as the
PTCR. The instr,a;entationshould be basically the same as used for ;,STPex-
cept for modifications to improve recording and reliability. The biomation
transient recorder should be used to record all strokes instead o, just the
first 40 _s of the first stroke of a flash. The waveforms should continue to

be analyzed and to read out the significana parameters of rise .i_, peak cur-
_ent, maximum rate of ri,-_.,and tir,_to one-half peak. The instrumentation
should be operatio',allyverifled periodicallyby using insulated ._linizappers
pe,:,anentlyinstalled at each end of the catenary cable. Optionally, the sen-
sors may be replaced by built-in shunts and cow,ceatricmutual !nductors.

The most practical methods for marking and lighting the Snuttle lightning
maSC. are :

a. Coat the mast with a thermally protective material having higi_light
reflectivity.

b. Paint the mast sheave assembly orange for cloud-mast definition.

c. I;luminate the mast with base-mounted floodlights during periods of
darkness.

Samples of the ASTP mast fiberglass material were subjected to heatirg rates
up to a maximum of 10.2 Btu/ft2-s with a mean of 8.1 Btu/ft2-s for 4 s during -
six Delta rocket launches on pads 17B and 17A. These rates were about the
same as the expected Shuttle lightningmast maximum plume radia ion on lift- ,,
off. The blast tests indicated that DC 20-103 aerospace sealant, properly ,
appiied, was a preferred coatin_ to the gel coat used for ASTP. Assuming an
ablation of 3.0'3_;n per launch on the aw.rage, a 0.l-ia coating would need
to be replaced about every 15 l_unches, poss_,blyyearly. This is the only
recurring cost antlclpated for _he lightning mast system on the SSAT. Gel

5-2
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_ coat tended to bake and crack and uncoated fiberglass lost resin due to vola-
tilization in repeatud blast tests. Data on mast heating during the initial
ascent period are not yet available. The possibility of direct impingement
of the Shuttle main eng:e plume on the lightning mast should be investigated
further when the launch environment is fully defined.

The new substitute DC 20-I03, using glass spheres in place of asbestos, should
_ be subjected to blast tests to verify that its essential properties are at

least equivalent to those of the discontinuedmaterial. Untested and blast-
_- tes_1 coated samples are available for additional tests to determine the

pos:ible effects of the coatings on electrical flashover potentials. The new
DC _-I03 sub" .tutematerial should be used as a coating and subjected to
similar tests.

)
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APPENDIX A

SUPPORTING DATA

" This appendix contains various supporting data in the form of attachments toi
this document. These attachments are identified below in order of sequence.

,_ a. Properties of Typical Mast Coating, Dow Corning 20-I03 Aerospace
SeaIant

b. Shuttle Lightning Study Thermal Coating Calculations

c. Test Article Evaluations

d. Blast Test Samples Analyses

e. Photographsof Tests

A-I/A-2
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ATTACHMENT1

PROPERTIESOF TYPICALMASTCOATING

DOW CORNING20-103AEROSPACESEALANT
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TYPICAL PROPERTIES

These valu_ are not ,nlended for use _n preparing spec_hcat_ons

Before Catalyst Addition
Vtscoslty at 77 F (25C). poises 15 000

Alter Catalyst Addition
NonvolahleContent 24 hours at 158F(70C). percent 97

:., Extrusion Rate at 90 psi with _/a-lncrt orshce, grams per _mnute 100

Flow 1 l'2-1flch dISC, -]nl-lncll thick. _nches 0 5
Working T,me, hours 2 ',
Tack-Free T,me, hOUrS at 77 F (25 C; 6

After Curing
SpecJhc Gravity at 77 F (25 C) 1 45

ASTM D412 Tensile Shenglh psi 480
ASTM D412 Elongation. percent 150

Low Temperature Ftex_blhty, degrees F -85
Humtddy Resistance. 10 days at 120 F (49C). condensing conu_t_ons .... Good

Reparabd_ty ..... Good

Peel Strength cohesive, pp_ 9
Shear Strength cohesive failure, pet

Aluminum. ALCLAD 2024 ...... 300

Aluml1"_um. per Md-C-5541 ........ 300

Electrical Properties
ASTM D 149 Electric Strength. volts per roll ............... 450
ASTM D 150 Dmlectrlc Constant

60 Hz ........... 4 8

10 _ Hz ............. 3.6

ASTM D 150 Diss_pat=on Factor
60 Hz 0 057
10 _ HZ .... 0 065

Thermal I)ropertiel
Specific Heal at 77 F {25 CI. BTU per _lb ) ("F) . . 0.26
Tl,,,rmal Conduchv_ty at 77F (25 C/. BTU per (hr) (ft) ('F) .. 0 17

Ablative Properties, Chemical Torch Testing
Test Condition No T Test Con(l:tlon No 2

Fuel oxygen-acetylene oxygen-acetylene

Heat Flux. cold wall BTU per (It;) (second) 40 260
Flame 131rection to Surface, degrees 20 90
Penetrahon Rate, 60 second lest duration, mils per second 1 01 1 66
Char Character,s,los ... Granular. fair Granular, fair

adhesion to subsurface, adhesion to subsurface.

subsurface dry, powdery subsurface dry, powdery

Backside Temperature h'_crease. _,=-_lIch thIc_ sample (40.rnd alummum
degrees C tNo bac_mg oane/) Dackmg pane/)

,it 30 seconds . 16 17
al 6_) ,,eeL)ntis 45 50

Ablative Properties, Plasma Torch Testing (slmul=ted air)
Test Con(llbon No 3 Te_l Condition No 4

COuld W,HI Hual Flux. BTU per (It z) _second) 100 300
Entl_alpy. 8TU per pound 4 500 5.500 _,
Te_t Durahon seconds 60 60

Surface Temperature degrees F {C) 2.750(1.510) 3,250 (1,786 7)
Appa(enl Gross Heat of Ablation and Rad=ahon Cold Wall

Heat Flux and mass loss, res=dual char left _ntact BTU

per pound 47 000 9,000
Net Effective Heat of Ablahon. Hot Wail Heat Flux and

mass loss. residual char left mtact. GTU per pound 15.000 5,000

2
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• SHUTTLELIGHTNI,,SSTUDY

THERMALCOATINGCALCULATIONS
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_ SHUTTLE LIGHTNING STUDY - THERMAL COATING CALCULATIONS SJT/20 October 1975
, m | i ,i | _ i i i....
i

!

ASTP LIGHTNING MAST, UNCOATED J• i Iii i i i i i

DTMENSIONS: (._T12_V_stCor_t_i&_c_ation)

" Length (L) - Fiberglass Mast 75 ft 1 in
- Top Splice Plate Extension 0 ft 8 in

Overall Length 75 ft 9 in

. Adjust effective length fcr
splice plate thickr:.ss;
2 x 0.5 = I in 0 ft I in

Total Effective Length (LT) 75 ft lO in = 75.833 ft

Outside
Diameter (D) - Average for Mast 5 ft 2 in - 5.167 ft

Circumference (C) - Average for Mast (_D) 194.779 in = 16.232 ft

Spoilers - Four I/2" Sq Spoilers, 68 ft + 5 in long
m

- Length each Spoiler (Ls) 821.0 in = 68.416 ft

- Width each Spoiler (W_) l.O in - 0.083 ft
(2 sides @ 0.5 in eaj

SURFACE AREA:

Mast and Splice Plate 177,248.89 in2 = 1230.895 ft2
A- CL

Spoilers (4) 3,284.00 in2 : 22,806 ft2

As - 4 (LS Ws)"

Total Surface Area 180.532.8g in2 : 1253.700 ft2

AT=A+A S

ill m' ITHERNALINSULATING ,MATERIAL ,,' el l l -- I

Dow Corning 20-103 Aerospace Sealant (an ablative)

Specific Gravity • 1.45 @ 77°F (after curing)

Weight - (1.45 x 62.4-Ib) : 90.48160 Ib-ft3

- (90.4816 1728 Ib) = 0.05236 Ib-in3

2
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OF COATING AT VARIOUS DEPTHS I 7 November 1975WEIGHT
i iii Hi m i m i i | i i | |

I

NOTE: Mast diameter (D) adjusted to _ean value of coating in
: each ca]cu]ation of circumference (C) by adding one- !

half total coating depth to D; i.e.

Dmean = Dmast + I/2 (2 coatings)

CONSTANTS: Length of mast (LT) = 75 833 ft (A_STPC_-uration) i
s

Surface area of four Spoilers {AS) = 22.806 sq. ft

Dia,eter of uncoated mast (D) = 62.000 in
el =

qOATING MAST ,m • •

_CeanValues

Depth DC 20-I03 Weight D C A AT
in ]b-ft2 Ib in in/ft ft2.. ft2

0.100 0.754 62.100 195.091
946.78 16.258 1232.87 1255 679

0.125 0.942 62.125 195.171
i 1183.32 16 264 1233.37 1256 176
i0.150 1.131 62.150 1'95.249

]42].29 16 271 1233.87 1256 672
0.200 1.508 62_200 195.407

]896.56 ]6 284 1234.86 1257 664
0.Z50 ].884 1 62_250 ....]95.564

237].31 16 297 1235.85 ]258 657
O.300 2.262 62.300 195.721

2849.32 16 310 1236.84 1259 648
0.3'50 "2.639 62.35"0 195_878

3326.83 16 323 1237.84 1260.642
O.375 2.827 B2.375 19_957

3565.24 16.330 1238.33 1261.138
o. 0o 62. oo  96.035

3805.09 16.336 1238.83 1261.635
O.450 3.'393 62.'450 196.192

4284.09 16.349 1239.82 1262.628
0'1500 3.'770 62.500 ]96.349

4763.85 16.362 1240.81 1263.620
0_600 4.'524 62.600 196.664

5725.38 16.388 1242.75 1265.56J
0.700 5.278 62.700 ]96.978

6690.42 16.415 ]244.78 1267.600
0.750 5.655 62.750 197.135
i 7173.84 16.428 1245.78 1268.58D
!1.000 7.540 63.000 197.920

'" 9602.54 16.493 1250.74 1273.550
I i i • ii i

i
_ 3 2of2 i
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Test Article Ev_Iuation

l.O TEST ARTICLE NO. l

The approximate size of the test panel was 8 in by 18 in (two sides). The
orange side (gel coat) had an average panel thickness of 922 mils. The white

;" side (gel coat) had an average panel thickness of 904 mils.
#

•- 1.1 TEST NO. l

Test date: 16 October 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Not reported

Temperature: 720°F peak
581°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s orange side: 9.0 peak
6.8 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: 6.6 peak
4.9 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated a very slight discolora-
tion of the test article.

Refurbishment: Temperature labels were installed on each side. The
orange side was coated with DC 20-I03 to a thickness
of lO0 to 125 mils. The average panel thickness was
1,057 mils. The white side was recoated (gel coat)
only in the temperature label area.

1.2 TEST NO. 2

Test date: 19 November 1975

Erosion: Little or none

Temperature labels: Unchanged

Temperature 330:F peak
262°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s urange side: 8.2 peak
7.3 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft_-s white side: 6.8 peak
5.3 mean average (4 s)

2
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Visual appearance: The photographs indicated a total discoloration of
the orange side (DC 20-I03) and erosion plus dis-
coloration of the white side (gel coat).

Refurbishment: The old temperature labels were removed, and new ones
were installed. The orange side (DC 20-I03) was re-
coated to an average panel thickness of 1,044 mils.
The white side (gel coat) was recoated to the ori-
ginal panel thickness.

1.3 TEST NO. 3

Test date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: Orange side (DC 20-I03): minimum 3 mils
maximum II mils

White side (gel coat); minimum 41 mils (buildup)
maximum 15 mils

Temperature labels: No change

Temperature: 625°F peak
461°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: No report

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated discoloration and _ome pit-
ting of the orange side (DC 20-I03) and discolora-
tion, erosion, and severe pitting of the white side
(gel coat).

Refurbishment: The orange side (DC 20-I03) was reco_ted to an aver-
age panel thickness of 1,037 mils. The white side
(gel coat) was recoated to an average panel thick-
ness of 893 mils.

1.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: Orange side (DC 20-I03): minimum l mil
maximum 9 mils

White side (gel coat): minimum 7 mils
maximum 30 mils

Temperature labels: No change

Temperature: 1700°F peak
]030°F mean average (4 s)
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i Heat flux rate: Btu/ftZ-s orange side: 1.7 peak
: 1.6 mean average (4 s)
, Btu/ft2-s white side: no report

_ Visual appearance: The photographs indicated more discoloration,some
erosion, and a few pits on the orange side (DC 20-
103) and complete discoloration and severe erosion
of the white side (gel coat).

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.
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Test Article Evaluation

2.0 TEST ARTICLE NO. 2

The approximate size of the test panel was 8 in by 18 in (two sides). The
orange side (gel coat) had an average panel thickness of 920 mils. The white
side (gel coat) had an average panel thickness of gll mils.

2.1 TEST NO. l

Test date: 16 October 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Not reported

Temperature: 250_F peak
210°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rat.: Btu/ft2-s orange side: 4.6 peak
4.0 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: 2.9 peak
2.3 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance: No visible change

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

2.2 TEST NO. 2

Test date: 19 November 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Not reported

Tenvperature: 335°F peak
242°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s orange side: 6.6 oeak
4.7 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: 4.2 peak
3.5 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance. The photographs indicated a slight discoloration of
the orange side (gel coat) and no visible chan_ to
the white side (gel coat).

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.
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2.3 TEST NO. 3

Test date; 17 G_uary 1976

_ Erosion: O'_-angesiJe (gel coat): minimum 7 mils (buildup)
maximum 3 mils

White side {gel coat): minimu,_3 mils (buildI'p)

maximum 2 mils

_" Temperature labels: Not _eported

Temperature: 470°F peak
356°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft_-s orange side: 8.9 peak
7.0 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-swhite side: 5.2 peak
4.5 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated a considerable amount of
discolorationof both sides, orange and white.

Refurbishment: Both sides were recoated with gel coat, the orange
side to an average panel thickness of 923 mils and
the white side to an average panel thickness of 912
mils.

2.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: Orange side: minimum 7 mils (buildup)
maximum 3 mils

White side: minim_ 3 mils (buildup)
maximum 2 mils

Temperature labels: Not reported

lemperature: 750°F peak
527"F mean average (4 s)

hiit flux rate: Btu/ftZ-s orange side: I0.2 peak
8.1 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ftZ-s white side: 7.6 peak
3.1 mean average (4 s)

Resiliency test 54 average
(snore "A" nard-
ness):

6
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Visua'iappearance: The photographs indicated considerable discoloration
of both sides with some erosion and pitting.

Refurbishment: The orange side was refurbishedwith DC 20-I03 to an
average panel thickness _f 1,053 mils. The white
side was reco_ted with gel coat to an average panel
thickness of 9il mils.

2.5 TEST NO. 5

Test date: 26 March 1976

Erosion: Orange side (DC 20_I03): minimum 17 mils
maximum 41 mils

White side (gel coat): minimum 17 mils
ma;_imum46 mils

Temperature labels: 150°F

Temperature: Instrumentation failed

Heat flux rate: Instrumentation failed

Resiliency test 49 average
(sho_ "A" hard-
ness):

Visual appearance: The photograpKs indicated discoloration,some ero.-
sion, and cons;derablepitting of the orange side
(DC 20-I03). There was complete erosion of the
white side (gel coat) with some damage to the fiber-
glass.

Refu_;shment: The test article was not refurbished.

7
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Test Article Evaluation

3.0 TEST ARTICLE NO. 3

The approximate size of the test panel was 8 in by 18 in (two sides). The
orange side [gel coat) had an average panel thickness of 915 mils. The white
side (gel coat) had an average panel thickness of 919 mils.

3.1 TEST NO. l

Test date: 16 October 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Not r_ported

Temperature: 335_F peak
267°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s orange side: 8.3 peak
5.1 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: 5.2 peak
5.0 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated a very slight discolora-
tion of both sides,

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

3.2 TEST NO. 2

_est date: 19 Nove_er 1975

Erosion: None

T_mperature labels: No change

Temperature" 355°F peak
252°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ftZ-s orange side: 8.6 peak
5.6 meat average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: 6.0 peak
5.6 mean average (4 s)

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated little or nc change.

I
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Refurbishment: The temperature labels were replaced. The orange

• side '.:_srefurbisi_edwith DC 20-I03 to an average
panel thickness of 1,131 mils. The white side (gel
coat) was repatched as required, and new measure-
ments were not recorded.

3.3 TEST NO. 3
->

Test date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: Orange side: minimum l rail(buildup)
maximum 6 mils

White side: minimum 12 mils (buildup) !
n_ximum 2 mils (buildup)

Temperature labels: No change

Temperature: 330°F peak
234°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s orange side: 1.2 peak
l.l mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-swhite side: not recorded

Visual app,;arance: The photographs indicated complete discoloration,
some erosion, and pitting of both sides.

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were replaced. The orange
side (DC 20-I03) was recoated to an average panel
thickness of 1,027 mils. The white side (gel coat)
was recoated to an average panel thickness of 918
mils.

3.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: Orange side: minimum II mils (buildup)
maximum 5 mils

White side: minimum 12 mils (buildup)
maximum 2 mils

Temperature labels: Not reported

Temperature: 450°F peak
369°F mean average (4 s)

Heat flux rate: Btu/ft2-s crange side: 1.4 peak
1.2 mean average (4 s)

Btu/ft2-s white side: not recorded

9
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Resiliency test 53 average
_: (snore "A" nard-

hess):

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated that the white side was
discolored, charred in appearance, with severe ero-
sion and pitting. Tne orange side had some discolora-
tion, some erosion, and slight pitting.

Refurbishment: The te_erature labels were replaced. The orange
side (DC 20-I03) was recoated to an average panel
thickness of 1,030 mils. The white side was recoated
to an average panel thickness of 918 mils.

3.5 TEST NO. 5

Test date: 26 March 1976

Erosion: Orange side: minimum 6 mils (buildup)
maximum 4 mils

White side: minimum 7 mils
maximum 31 mils

Temperature labels: 150°F

Temperature: Instrjmentationfailed

Heat flux rate: Instrumentationfailed

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated discoloration,slight ero-
sion, and some pitting of the orange side (DC 20-I03).
There,.was complete erosion of the white slde (gel
coat) with some damage to the fiberglass.

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

iO
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Test Article Evaluation I

5.0 TEST ARTICLE NO. 5

.F

._ The approximate size of the test panel was 1.5 in by 24 in, accommodatingtwo
L temperature labels. The pane_ was coated with gel coat. The average recoated
:.. panel thickness was 543 mils. The average coated panel thickness was 551 mils.

,- 5.1 TEST NO. l

Test date: 16 October 1975

Erosion: Minimum 5 mils
Maximum 20 mils

Temperature labels: 350°F

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated complete discoloration and i
complete erosion of the coating.

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were removed, and the gel
coat was removed by sanding. New temperature labels
were installed, and the face and sides of the panel
were coated with DC 20-I03 to a thickness of lO0 to

125 mils. The average panel thickness was 648 mils.

5.2 TEST NO. 2

Test date: 19 November 1975

Erosion: Minimum l mil
Maximum 29 mils

Temperature labels: Unchanged

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated little or no discoloration
and very little pitting.

Refurbishmer* The temperature labels were removed and new ones in-
stalled. The coating material was patched and meas-
urements made in the temperature label area.

5.3 TE.% NO. 3

:est date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: Mininum 8 mils (buildup)
Maximum 30 miIs

Tempe-_t_re labels: No readings obtained

II
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Visual appearance: The photographs indicated some discoloration,some
erosion, and slight pitting.

Refurbishment: The panel was measured and new temperature labels
-, installed. The average panel thickness was 627 mils.

"_ 5.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

_" Erosion: Minimum 4 mils (buildup)
Maximum 6 mils

Temperature labels: No reading obtained

Resiliency test 66 average
(shore "A" hard-
ness):

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated very little discoloration
or erosion.

Refurbishment: New temperature labels were installed, and the mate-
rial was repaired around the label area. There were
no prelaunch measurements made.

5.5 TEST NO. 5

Test date: 26 March 1976

Erosion: Minimum 13 mils
Maximum 29 mils

Temperature labels: 150°F

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated some discoloration, some
erosion, and considerable pitting.

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

12
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Test Article Evaluation

6.0 TEST ARTICLE NO. 6

The approximate size of the test panel was 2 in by 24 in. The panel was coated
_ with gel coat to an average panel thickness of 352 mils. There were no tem-

perature labels installed.

_. 6.1 TEST NO. 1

Test date: 16 October 1975

Eros i on: None

Refurbishment: The panel did not require refurbishment.

6.2 TEST NO. 2

Test date: 19 November 1975

Erosion: None

Refurbishment: The panel did not require refurbishment.

6.3 TEST NO. 3

Test date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: None

Refurbishment: The panel was recoated (gel coat) to an average panel
thickness of 364 mils.

6.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: l mil (buildup)

Refurbishment: The panel was not refurbished.

6.5 TEST NO. 5

Test date: 26 March 1976

Erosion: Minimum I rail (buildup)
Maximum 0

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated only a slight discoloration.

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

13
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Test Article Evaluation

_, 5A.O TEST ARTICLE NO. 6A

i" The approximate size of the test panel was 1.5 in by 6 in with temperature
labels installed. The panel was coated with gel coat to an average panel
thickness of 553 mils.

, 6A.I TEST NO. l

Test date 16 October 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: 200°F

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were removed, and the panel
surface was sanded. New labels were installed, and
the surface was recoated (gel coat) to an average
panel thickness of 565 mils.

6A.2 TEST NO. 2

Test date: 19 November 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Poor response due to insufficient exposure time

Refurbishment: The exposed temperature labels were removed and new
ones installed. The surface was patched (gel coat)
to an average panel thickness of 567 mils.

6A.3 TEST NO. 3

Test date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: l mil (buildup)

Temperature labels: No report

Refurbishment: New temperature labels were installed, and the area
around the labels was patched.

6A.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: Minimum 13 mils (buildup)
Maximum 9 mils

14
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Temperature labels: Labels did not respond.

Refurbishment: New temperature labels were installed, and the area
around the lahels was patched.

6A.5 TEST NO. 5
,

Test date: 26 March 1976

"- Erosion: 2 mils

Temperature labels: No report

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated very little change in ap-
pearance

Refurbishment: The test article was not refurbished.

15
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Test Article Evaluation

6B.O TEST ARTICLE NO. 6B

The approximate size of the test panel was 1.5 in by 6 in with temperature
labels installed. The panel was coated with DC 20-I03 to a thickness of lO0
mils. The average panel thicknesswas 635 mils.

6B.l TEST NO. l

Test date: 16 October 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Less than 150°F

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were replaced, and the coat-
ing (DC 20-I03) was patched around the label area.
The average panel thickness was 632 mils.

6B.2 TEST NO. 2

Test dats: 19 November 1975

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: Poor response due to insufficientexposure time

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were replaced, and the coat-
in§ (DC 20-I03) was patched around the label area.
The average panel thickness was 633 mils.

6B.3 TEST NO. 3

Test date: 17 January 1976

Erosion: None

Temperature labels: No change

Refurbishment: The temperature labels were replaced, and the coat-
ing (DC 20-I03) was patched around the label area.
The average panel thickness was 632 mils.

6B.4 TEST NO. 4

Test date: 19 February 1976

Erosion: Minimum 0
Maximum II mils

16
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Temperature labels: No change

Resiliency test 60 average
(shore "A" hard-
ness):

Refurbishment: The panel was not refurbished.

6B.5 TEST NO. 5

Test date: 26 March 1976

Erosion: l mil (buildup)

Temperature labels: No change

Resiliency test 64 average
(shore "A" hard-
ness):

Visual appearance: The photographs indicated very little change in ap-
pearance.

R_furbishment: Th_ test article was not refurbished.

17
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MICROC_HE_MICALANALYSIS SECTIb_
S0-LAB-32, Room 127_, 0&C Buildx_9

NASAIKSC
Nov. 7, 1975

SUBJECT: Analv<is of Samples Removed From Fi_,,". ,-Articles Located at
Varlc,,,.,_.Levels on the Umbilical r_w.,-.._i, Upper Camera _4ount

dW- 14 ._ . tPlatfo_.,:_.r-,__ailing at Pm.,,,est,.'., Samples Obtained Pre-
and Post C,C.L_-:L._unch,:"or,ofT" ,_;

LABORATORY REQUEST NO: MAS,-b7:_

l.O Foreword

I.I Requester: S.J. ThomsG,_/PRC/_'RC-1240/X7-3562

1.2 Requester's Sample Description: Five test articles - seven
samples are nlountedon Complex 17B per attached drawing.

1,3 Requested: Remove surface materials (loosely bound) by transfer
methods and analyze material removed. Post launch sampling and
analysis for SRB combustion products per attached listing and motor
description.Task to be performed on IO-14-75 and I0-17-75.

2.0 Analytical Tests and Results

2.1 An optical microscope was used to partially identify materlal
removed from the five test articles.

2.2 X-Ray diffraction analysis was used to aid in the identificationof
some of the bulk powder samples removed fr_n a camera lens and pair.t
residue on a camera mount located at the upper most level of the
umbilical tower.

2.3 An electron microprobe X-ray analyzer was employed to provide
elemental data of particulates and metallic specimens from test
articles and bulk powder samples from camera lens and paint residue
from top unit camera mount.

2.4 Infrared spectrophotometricmethods were used to attempt to
determine the type of organic material used as a binder in the paint
from top unit camera mount.

2.5 A scanning electron microscope and its auxiliary attachments were
found useful in the study of particle morphology and as well chemical
composition based on elemental determinations (EDAX Unit).

2.6 Figure l, attached, indicates the location and test article number
identification. The data contained in this report uses the location
numbers for sample identity.

2
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2.7 Table 1 lists the samples obtained for 5oth pre - and post launch
- conditions.

2.q Tables 2 and 3 summarizes che data obtained on both pre - and
< post launch samples and gives methods of sampling.

_, 2.9 Table 4 presents other pertinent data relative to both pre - and
post launch samples.

" 2.10 F+_ure 2 shows _ gray particle (spherical),one of many taken cff
a Kimwipe to verify zinc-base paint contaminant.

Figure 3 gives an EDAX X-ray spectrum of a copper colored particle
that was primarily copper.

Figure 4 shows two X-ray spectra of the rusty underside of a paint
(GEL Coat) particle. The presence of iron verifies rust.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Some of the test article surfaces did not appear to have been
contaminated from SRM exhausts, For example No. I, No. _, and No.
3 (accordingto location)were essentially unchanoed. No. 4 ASTP
GEL Coat and No. 5 ASTP GEL Coat were damaged by she SRM engine
exhausts.

3.2 The overwhelmlng evidence for SRM residue was found on the camera
lens and test article Ne. 5. Both locations contained residues

composed of major Al and major/minor Ti and Cl which are known SRM
exhaust residue components,

3.3 Since Al and Cl are klmwn SRM exhaust residue component_ and
possibly Ti, these elements were given pr;ori_y for SRM exhaust
contaminant determination. Some confusion did exist where several
particles contained all of these elements at pre launch conditions.
Therefore, only the residue on the camera lens produced reliable
evidence of SRM exhaust residue.

L. Bostwick

-+
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; TABLE I

I

,_ DELTA Complex 17B DELTA Complex 17B
*- Pre Launch Samples Post Launch Samples

Oct. 14, 1975 Oct. 16, 1975
-- Scotch Tape Scotch Ta.pe _

No. l Red Paint Surface No. 1 Red Paint Surface
White Paint Surface White Paint Surface

No. 2 Red Paint Surface No. 2 Red Paint Surface
White Paint Surface White Paint Surface

No. 3 Red Paint Surface No. 3 Red Paint Surface
White Paint Surface

/

No./_# ASTP White GEL Coat No./{_ ASTP White GEL Coat
Long Test Artic]e Long Test Article

ASTP White GEL Coat e ASTP White GEL Coat
Short Test Article Short Test Article

DC _est Strip DC Test Strip
Camera Mount Paint

-- Residue

No. 5 ASTP White GEL Coat No. 5 ASTP GEL Coat - Tan

Two Areas Sampled Loose Particles Scraped
Into Petri Dish
ASTP GEL Coat - Tan
Residue Remove With
Scotch Tape - Test
Article Removed For
Refurbishing
Gray/White Film on
Camera Lens Cover
Glass.

J
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TABLE 4

OTHER PERTINENT PARTICLE DATA

PRE LAUNCH POST LAUNCH

No. 2 Paint Chip-Gray No. 4 Infrared spectral data did not
*EDAX DATA: reveal an organic content for
Major: Zinc paint residue from camera mount.

No. 3 Four Particles-EDAX No. 4 X-Ray diffraction data showed
a) Metallic the paint residue to be princi-

Major: Al pally aluminum oxides with zinc
Minor.Si oxide as a minor component.
Trace: Ca, Cl, Ti, Fe

No. 4 Electron microp.')bedata indica-
b) Tan ted particles are composed of

Major: Al major Al.
Minor: Si, Cl
Trace: Ca, Ti, F_ No. 5 Petri Dish Particles-EDAX

c) Tan I Metallic - Magnetic
Major: Al Major: Fe
Minor: Si Minor: Al
Trace: Ca, Cl, Ti, Fe Trace: Ti, Cl

d) Tan b) Light Tan-Fluffy
Same as "b" Major: Al, Ti

No. 5 Copper Colored Chip c) Dark, Dark Gray
Major: Cu Major: Al

Minor: Cl, Ti
*EDAX UNIT: Permits Trace: Zn
X-ray spectra to be

obtained whereby princi- d) Tan With Glass Fiber Impression
pal emission lines from Major: Al, Si
elements are used to Minor: Ti
identify the elements. Trace: Ca

No. 5 Camera Lens Film- X-Ray
Diffraction of Composite:
Principally - Al oxides
Minor: Fe oxide, Zn oxide, Ti

oxide and possibly 3i
oxides
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TABLE 4 (CON'T)

- OTHER PERTINENT PARTICLE DATA

c_

PRE LAUNCH POST LAUNCH

No. 5 Test Article - Electron
,- Microprobe Data on Particles.

a) Metallics
Major: Al

b) Non-Meta!lics
Ca-rich
Fe-rich
Cl-rich

No. 5 SEM - EDAX - Camera Lens

Composite:

Major: Al, Si, Cl
Trace: Ca, Ti, Fe

lO
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MICROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS SECTION
" SO-LAB-32, Room 1274, O&C Building

NASA/KSC
Dec. 29, 1975

SUBJECT: Analysis of Samples Removed From Five Test Articles Located at
Various Levels on the Launch Tower and Platform, Cx 17B. Post

Atmosphere E Launch

LABORATORY REQUEST NO: MAS-6807

RELATED DOCUMENTATION: MAS-6758

].O Foreword

l.l Requester: S.J. Thomson/PRC/PRC-1240/7-3914

1.2 Requester's Sample Description: 5 Test articles, with 7 samples
mounted on Complex 17.

1.3 Requested: Post launch sampling and analysis of SRM _ombustion
products.

Remove loosely bound surface materials by transfer
method for analysis and identification.

2.0 Ana!ytical Tests and Results

2.1 A scanning electron microscope and its auxiliary attachments were
used to produce S_-EDAX data on some of the particles collected
from the test articles.

2.2 An optical microscope was also used to identify some of the par-
ticles collected frLwnthe various test articles.

2.3 X-Ray diffraction methods were employed to determine c_apound
identificationof material removed from camera lens covers.

2.4 The particles collected after launch were very similar to those
gathered after the previous launch. The one area where SRM com-
bustion products were plentiful was on the camera lens covers.

The areas on the Scotch tape that appeared to contain gross num-
bers of finely divided particles were apparently only an optical
illusion and was believed to have been tiny air bubbles. EDAX
elemental analysis was performed on some of the Scotch tape areas
and these areas yielded no el_nental information. If these finely
divided particles were real then EDAX would have shown the pre-
sence of at least aluminum.

II
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_ 2.5 Table 1 gives the sample location _nd identificationand Table 2
summarizes the analytical data of the individual samples
co!Iected.

C"

4,,,- / r

L'.Iostwick

Approved: _]_"

1L
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MICROCHEMICALANALYSIS SECTION

SO-LAB-32, Room 1274, O&C Building
NASA/KSC

Feb. 19, 1976

_ SUBJECT: Analysis of Samples From Five Test Articles, Cx 17B, Post CTS
Launch

LABORATORY REQUEST NO: MAS-6807B

RELATED DOCUMENTATION: MAS-6758
MAS-_B07
MAS-GSO7A

1.0 Foreword

l.i Requester: S. Thomson/PRC/PRC-1240/7-3914

1.2 Requester's Sample Description: Five test articles with seven
samples mounted on LC 17. Base material of each sample is
fiberglass.

1.3 Requested: Remove loosely bound surface mater!als by tr_ns=er
methods and analyze for SRB combustion products.

2.0 Analytical Tests And Results

2.1 An optical microscope was used to partially identify material
removed from the five test articles.

2.2 X-Ray diffractionmethods were used to help identify the residue
removed from the camera lens cover at zero level.

2.3 An electron microprobe X-ray analyzer was used to produce elemental
data on both metallic and non-metallic particulates.

2.4 The sample numbers correspond with the test article designation
assigned by the requester except for the camera lens cover sample.

2.5 Table I sun1_arizesthe analytical data obtained by the various
methods described in paragraphs 2.1,2.2 and 2.3.
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3.0 Discussion

3.1 A numberof samplescont_.inedmetallicaluminumparticleswhich
are believed to be SRB exhaust residue.

4

Chemist: _=_'_v
L. Bostwick
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TABLE I

CHEMICAL &ND OPTICAL MICROSCOPIC DATA

Optica_ Microscope Chemical

No. l GEL Coat: Tan/white large paint Metal Particles - Major A_ tan/white
particle_much finely divided paint particles are Ti--_ch, with
material. Gray/black metallic and/or without minor/trace S and Cl.
luster particles. Dark brown Random scattered Fe-rich and Si-rich
rust-like particles particles.

Dow Corning: White paint Paint - Major Si. Numerous small
particles,metallic aluminum Fe-rich and a small number of Ca-
particle clusters, sand, black rich particles.
particlesand rust. Metallic Particles - Major Al

No. 2 GEL Coat: Spherical metallic Tan/white paint particles are T_-
aluminum particles, paint rich with minor/trace S and Cl. Few
particles,sand, rust and black Fe-rich and Si-rich particles.
particles. Trace of Zn also detected (paint ?).

Red Coat: Same as Gel Coat. Reddish/tan particles colltainmajor
Al, Strong minor to trace Zn with
and/or without associated minor/
trace Cl, Si, S and traces of Ca and
K. Randomly scattered Fe-rich
particles.

No. 3 GEL Coat: Occassional aluminum Tan/white particles contain major
particle aggregate,white/tan Ti, Al, Fe plus minor/trace Cl and
paint particles,rust particles Si.
imbedded in paint particles.

: Black particles Composite of dark particles. Major
int) aluminum Fe plus scattered traces of Ti, Ca

particles, paint particles, Si, Cl and S.
rust and a few fiber fragments.

No. 6 GEL Coat: Long and short test Heterogeneousmixture of Fe-rich,
article. Rare aluminum particle, Al-rich, Ca-rich, K-rich and Si-rich.
tan/white paint particles,black Also observed was minor/trace Cl, S
oarticles, rust-coloredparticles, and P randomly distributed through-
very large number of tiny, out the sample.
various colered particles.

18
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TABLE I (CON'T)

CHEMICAL AND OPTICAL MICROSCOPIC DATA

¢

?

_ Optical Microscope Chemical

Dow Corning: An occassional Tan/white particles not analyzed
aluminum particle aggregate, for elemental composition. ,
Paintparticles, black, tan,
rust-colored particles and a
great number of small various
colored individual particles.

No. 5 GEL Coat: Metallic aluminum Particles: Major Si with hetero-
particles,sand, paint particles, gemeous associated major Al, Fe;
reddish and black particles low minor/trace Ca plus possible

traces of Zn, Cl, S and K.

Lens White to dark gray particulates Predominantlymajor Al with major/
Cover collected on cotton swabs, minor Si, Zn, Ca, K, Cl, S, Fe, Ni

plus possible trace of P.

X-Ray diffraction data found a
mixture of * -- and * _ - Al203
plus minor/trace quantity of
unidentifiedcrystallin_ compound(s).

" =- - alpha phase

* 6 - - delta phase

19
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MICROCHEMICALANALYSIS SECTION
SO-LAB-32,Room 1274, O&C Building

NASA/KSC
Mar. 25, 1976

•t SUBJECT: Analysis Of Samples Removed From Five Test Articles Located At
Various Points On Cx 17B. Post Marisat A Launch

LABORATORYREQUEST NO: MAS-6807C

RELATED DOCUMENTATION: MAS-6758, MAS-6807,
MAS-6807A, MAS-6807B

l.O Foreword

l.l Requester: S.J. Thomson/PRC/PRC-1240/7-3562

1.2 Requester's Sample Description: Five test articles were mounted
at various locations on Complex 17B.

1.3 Requested: Remove loosely bound surface materials by transfer
methods for analysis. Analyze for SRB combustion products.

2.0 Analytical Tests And Results

2.1 An optical microscope was used to partially identify the material
removed from each test article.

2.2 X_Ray diffraction methods were used to identify some of the
material removed from a camera lens cover.

2.3 An electron microprobe X-ray analyzer provided elemental data of
particulates removed from each test article.

2.4 Table I lists the test articles and the optical microscopic
analysis of the loose particles removed using Scotch tape.

2.5 X-Ray diffraction data indicated that the material on the camera
lens cover was a mixture of aluminum oxides, i.e., alpha, eta,
epsilon and gamma phases.

2.6 The electron microprobe data are included in Table I.

f
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3.0 Conclusions

3.1 Aluminumwas found in a numberof the samplesremovedfromthe
testarticles. The implicationis thatSRB exhaustresiduewas
the sourceof the aluminum.

L. Bost_ick

Approved:!_/__C-L_ j

J_._. JoneS-
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MICROCHEMICALANALYSIS SECTIONi

SO-LAB-32, Room 1274, O&C Building
NASA/KSC

Apr. 22, 1976

SUBJECT: Analysis of Samples Removed From Four Test Articles Located on
Cx 17A Plus a Sample From a Camera Lens. Post Comsat B Launch

LABORATORY REQUEST NO: MAS-6807D

RELATED DOCUMENTATION: MAS-6758, MAS-6807, MAS-6807A, B, C

l.0 Foreword

l.l Requester: S. Thomson/PRC/PRC-1240/7-3562

1.2 Requester's Sample Description: Four test articles with 6
samples mounted on Cx 17A. Base material is fiberglass.
Protective finishes are Gel Coat and DC 20-103.

1.3 Requested: Remove loosely bound material from each test article
and analyze for SRB combustion material.

2.0 Analytical Tests and Results

2.1 An optical microscope was used to partially identify material
removed usir_gScotch tape.

2.2 X-Ray diffraction analysi_, .s used to aid in the identification
of solids removed from the camera lens.

2.3 An electron microprobe X-ray analyzer was used to provide
elemental data of particulatesfrom each of the test articles.

2.4 The data collected on the particles from the test panels can be
found in Table I.

2.5 X-Ray diffraction data indicated that the material on the camera
lens cover was a mixture of aluminum oxides, i.e., alpha, eta,
epsilon and gamma phases.

2.6 Elemental data obtained using an electron microprobe X-ray
analyzer are also included in Table I.

27
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. 3.0 Conclusions

3.1 Aluminum was found in (_,number of the samples remov.'_from th_
test articles. It is _elieved that the SRB exhaust residue

_, was t_,esource of the aluminum.

• 3.2 The data for the particles collected after the Comsat B Launch
'_ were found to be similar to those for previous post launch
-- samples.

" /f)

L. Bostwi'ck

Approved: _ _C1_. O/_

,_ _ _ne-s
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Color

Photographs of Blast
/

Tests are Available
/

At DD-EDDFor
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